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FOREVER CHANGED

Tuesday s tragedy rocks the nation;
no American is left unaffected

TERROR: The nation watches in horror as a U.S. landmark vanishesfrom the New York skyline. America stands strong despite a jour-pronged aerial attack hy terrorists.

East coast attacks raise Campus mourns loss
terrorism to a new level
► Students band together to
weather tragedy.
MACKIE ALL

► September 11,2001, will
be rememberedforever.
JUAN TAMAYO

Knight Ridder Newspapers
The horrendous magnitude
and daring of Tuesday's terror
attacks in New York and
Washington set a ghastly new
watermark in the history of terrorism and raises even worse
prospects for the future, experts
say.
"It's Pearl Harbor," said Mike
Ackerman, head of a Miami-based
security firm and a retired CIA
agent. "This is several orders of
magnitude beyond anything that
we've seen before.
"The only small comfort we
can take is that it's not nuclear, not
biological, not chemical weapons,"
Ackerman added. "I'm sitting here

in shock, and I've been dealing
with this for 30 years."
No one doubts that the attacks
will leave in their wake the highest death toll of any terror attack
in history.
Suicide bombers in Israel, the
1988 downing of a Pan Am jetliner
over Lockerbie, Scotland, even the
1995 Oklahoma City bombing
that killed 168 people all pale in
comparison
with
Tuesday's
unprecedented mayhem.
But the attacks also struck at
the symbolic heart of America the twin towers of the World Trade
Center, icons of U.S. financial
power; the Pentagon, seat of the
world's most powerful military,
and American Airlines, which
carries the nation's nickname and
its red, white and blue colors.
The president of the world's
only remaining superpower was

temporarily forced to take cover in
Nebraska. Washington declared a
state of emergency and evacuated
all
federal
buildings.
Independence monuments in
Philadelphia were shut down.
And fear spread across a nation
unaccustomed to seeing a large
section of its most important city
enveloped in smoke as ambulance
sirens shrieked and panicked people ran - almost like something
out of a Hollywood terror fantasy.
"I don't think our lives will ever
be the same," said Sen. John
McCain, R-Ariz.
For years to come, Americans
will live with the kind of fear of
terrorism that only the Israelis
and perhaps the British and
Spanish, under attack by Irish and
Basque nationalists, have ever
SEE

ATTACK, PAGE 7

editor in chiei
Students heard it on their radios,
saw it on their televisions, and
learned it from faculty members as
they attended morning classes. And
by 10:30 last Tuesday morning, the
mood on campus was that of an
irrevocably shattered community.
Signs have gone up, prayer services have been held and blood has
been donated. Precautions have
been taken, counselors have made
themselves available and phone
calls to friends and family have been
completed. Tears have been shed,
disbelief has been expressed and
anger has risen from a united nation.
Within 24 hours, those who had
never spoken were holding hands.
People who had never met were
sharing stories. It was a changed
nation. But America has suffered
such blows before and survived. As
Francis Scott Key wrote of

America's turmoil nearly 200 years
ago,
O thus be it ever when free men
shall stand
Between their lov'd home and
the war's desolation;
Blest with victory and peace,
may the heav'n-rescued land
Praise the Pow'r that hath made
and preserved us a nation.
Then conquer we must, when
our cause it is just,
And this be our motto: "In God is
our trust."
And the star-spangled banner in
triumph shall wave
O'er the land of the free and the
home of the brave!

Never before has there been
such a need for American
unity. It is time to see what we
are truly made of. Prove yourself a faithful citizen.
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UC Berkeley ranked No. 1 Gay class avoids conflict
► U.S. News and World
Report renames UC
Berkeley number one.
EVE LOITER

Daily Califomian (U. C Berkeley)
University
of
CaliforniaBerkeley is rated the top public
university in the nation and 20th
best overall by U.S. News and
World Report's new 2002 college
rankings. The controversial rankings were released last week.
Ninety-nine percent of UC
Berkeley freshmen graduated in
the top 10 percent of their high
school class, the highest such percentage of any other college
nationwide, the magazine reported. The university was ranked 11th
in selectivity, but also a low 38th
in faculty resources and 93rd in
alumni giving.
But with the release of its annually best-selling issue, "America's
Best Colleges," the debate continues over the legitimacy of U.S.
News' ranking criteria. Some question the magazine's ability to measure the true quality of a university and consider the rankings
inconclusive.
The rankings, which debuted
in 1983 with only one indicator,
are now a composite of 16 factors,
each differently weighted as part
of the total score. The largest portion of the ranking formula, which
counts for 25 percent of the score,
is based on academic reputation
and is determined by university
elites rating each other's institutions.
The remaining 75 percentage
points of the total are tallied
according to student selectivity,

faculty resources, retention rate,
financial resources, alumni giving
and graduation rate performance.
While U.S. News believes it is
possible to objectively compare
schools based on academic excellence, critics of its ranking system
point to the absence of any indication of actual learning and claim
there is a bias toward private
schools.
"While I see some merit in
using the various criteria considered by U.S. News and World
Report, they assign too little
weight to academic excellence,"
said UC Berkeley astronomy professor Alex Filippenko.
"The criteria they choose favor
private institutions, where it is
drilled into you from day one that
you should donate money yearly
after graduating. Moreover, the
students at such schools often
come from families financially
better off than students at public
schools, making it easier for them
to start giving back to the school,"
Filippenko said.
Small differences often have
large effects on the ranking system.
"One of the big factors in such
reviews is student-to-instructor
ratio," he said. "I don't see how a
class with, say, 18 students in the
room is much worse off than a
class with 15 students."
U.S.
News
spokesperson
Richard Folkers defended the
rankings, saying the system is
unfairly misunderstood to be a
popularity contest.
It is a laudable goal to report on
student learning but there is not
yet a comprehensive way to measure it. He added that public uni-

versities are also ranked separately
so they can be compared on an
"apples-to-apples basis."
Almost all of UC Berkeley's
graduate schools placed in the top
10 of their field with several
departments ranked as first, second or third. Graduate schools are
ranked using a different system
than the undergraduate level criteria.
"We are rated the very best
overall graduate school in the
country. This is based on academic
excellence rather than on the economic factors which bring
Berkeley down in the U.S. News
and World report of undergraduate institutions," Filippenko said.
UC Berkeley spokesperson
Marie Felde said the rankings
shouldn't be taken too seriously.
"A magazine's ranking will not
tell a prospective student much
about a school and that actually
visiting the campus or talking to
current students are much better
sources of information," Felde said.
The little research that has
been done on how students incorporate such rankings into their
choice of college shows no major
trend.
All eight UC campuses with
undergraduate through doctoral
programs placed within the top 28
national public universities. They
also all ranked highly in campus
diversity, a factor not includect in
the overall ratings but available as
an exclusive ranking on the U.S.
News
Web
site,
http://www.usnews.com.
Princeton University is again
ranked No. 1, followed by Harvard
and Yale universities tied for the
No. 2 spot.

► Course devoted to gay
issues criticized and hailed.
RACHEL GREEN

Michigan Daily (U. Michgan)
A University of Michigan English
course that conservative groups
decried as immoral use of taxpayer
money is again meeting this semester but without the heated debate
that surrounded it last year.
English 317, "How to be Gay: Male
Homosexuality and Initiation," was
attacked last fall by Republican candidates for the University Board of
Regents, who argued that state
money should not be spent "promoting" homosexuality.
But Prof. David Halperin said he
had no-doubts about re-listing his
class in this fall's course guide.
"The course did enough of what I
wanted it to do that I thought it was
worth trying," he said.
When Halperin's class was listed
in the Fall 2000 course guide, the
American Family Association of
Michigan complained that tax dollars were funding a class they said
was morally objectionable.
Gary Glenn, president of the
American Family Association, said
his group took aim at the course
because it promotes a "dangerous
lifestyle."
"We continue to believe that it is
wrong that Michigan taxpayers, the
overwhelming majority of which
believe homosexual behavior is
wrong, are being forced through
their tax dollars to pay for a class that
promotes such deadly behavior."
Halperin defended the course's
title, which some people felt was too
explicit and inflammatory.
"I didn't choose it to get attention,
I chose it for the sake of truth in

advertising. It's exactly what the class
is about," Halperin said.
Rudy Serra, president of the
Michigan Democratic Party Lesbian
Gay Caucus, said the debate over the
class last year was politically motivated.
Serra suggested that another reason little objection has been raised to
the class this year-is because people
now have a better understanding of
the course.
"This may be part of the function
of the education that was done by
the media last year," Serra said. "Last
year the controversy was raised and
this year people aren't going to fall for
the same hysterical pandering."
"The University and the English
Department were both very supportive," he said. "There was a political
fuss outside the University but that
didn't affect the teaching of the class."
LSA senior Shiseida Hughes said
she registered for the course because
of work she had done in a sociology
course.
"This class just sounded really
interesting, and I didn't let the controversy about it bother me," Hughes
said.
"I wrote a paper on homosexuality last year and it really opened my
mind," she said. "I wanted some more
writing experience on the topic."
Serra said he is proud of the
University's decision to offer English
317, and that he hopes other departments like those in the Law School
and the Medical School will soon
open classes that deal with homosexuality,
"It's wonderful that the English
department was the first to have the
courage to teach this kind of class,"
he said. "We need more classes that
address gay issues."
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Rutgers U. researchers say tea might alleviate cancer •
► Hot tea may kill certain
types of cancer cells without
further harm to patients.
WHITNEY KUMMEROW

Daily Orange (U. Syracuse)
Rutgers
University
researchers have found a compound in black tea that may target and kill colorectal cancer
cells without harming surrounding healthy tissue, according to

Kuang Yu Chen, professor of
chemistry and head of the
research group at the University's
Center for Advanced Food
Technology. The team's results
were presented last month at the
222nd national meeting of the
American Chemical Society in
Chicago.
The ongoing research of black
tea is part of a larger program at
the University known as the

Phis week in W

NEWS

•NATO allies declare that they will back the U.S. in any military
attacks if it is proved that the terrorist actions came from abroad. The
U.S. heard from its 18 NATO partners that if it were such a foreign attack,
then it would be considered an attack on the entire alliance.
•A German man, accused of taking part in riots that broke out during
the European Union summit meeting in Sweden, is sentenced to 16
months in prison. Sebastian Stein, 20, is to be expelled after serving his
sentence and banned from Sweden for 10 years. The riots injured many
people and damaged the area buildings of Goteborg, Sweden, where the
meeting was held. Twenty-two people, 13 of them foreigners, are all serving prison sentences of at least five months.
•The U.S. Senate may soon agree to grant normal trading status to
Vietnam. Currently, Vietnam is one of six nations that pay higher trade
tariffs than other countries trading with the U.S. These tariffs are
expected to decrease shortly when both the U.S. and Vietnamese legislatures approve the trade agreement. The new agreement between the
two former enemies is expected to boost commerce and establish contacts for both countries.
•The Salvation Army was ordered to shut down its services in
Moscow, Russia. The Moscow government accused the religious and
charity group of failing to register with them on time and not reporting
their activities. A1997 law states that all religious groups have to register with Russian authorities and report their actions. The Salvation
Army provides charity services such as soup kitchens and religious ceremonies. Other units of the Salvation Army in areas around Russia have
not had the same difficulties and remain running.
•Phone circuits were overloaded as callers frantically tried to reach
families and loved ones during the terrorist attacks. Local and wireless
phone companies had to reroute calls around the areas attacked. They
set up phone towers in Brooklyn and in New Jersey to make up for the
millions of calls that telecommunications equipment in both the World
Trade Center and the Pentagon normally handle. Lines were steadily
busy due to the high volume of calls and many had to keep trying until
they could eventually get through.

Pioneer Nutraceuticals Research
Program, and is funded by the
New Jersey Commission on
Science and Technology, said
Geetha Ghai, principal investigator and assistant director of
CAFT The Pioneer program
seeks to determine the benefits of
selected food products for disease
prevention.
Performed in the laboratory of
Chi-Tang Ho, a University professor of food science, the research
began by a massive screening of
black tea in order to find chemicals in tea showing deferential
gross inhibitory factors, Chen
said. "These are chemicals that
will cure cancer but do little or
no damage to normal cells," he
explained.
The researchers found that
when the black tea compound
polyphenol was added to a culture containing matched cancerous and normal colon cells, all of
the cancer cells were killed while
the normal cells were unaffected,
Chen said. The polyphenol is
believed to target the COX-2
gene, which is typically correlated with the incidence of colon
cancer.
"The [polyphenol] compound
apparently caused the cancer
cells to commit suicide," Chen
said in a prepared statement.
"Their DNA was chopped into
pieces and the cells died. But the
compound had little or no effect
on normal cells."
And the polyphenol specifically targets cancer cells —
unlike many common methods
of treating cancer today, Chen
said.
"When [we] use chemotherapeutic agents, it's a blunt attack,
like using a hammer to kill a fly,"
he said. "You want a precise
attack on a target cell."
When green tea is fermented
into black tea, these anti-colorectal cancer properties are produced, Ghai said.

NEWSC0M.COM

TEA TIME: Certain types of tea may have medicinal value according to
Rutgers University researchers.

"We had a working hypothesis
that food and food substances
that are generated during processing will have beneficial value
— and we have showed exactly
that," said Ghai.
Now that researchers have discovered polyphenol's anti-cancerous properties, they continue
to look for the mechanism of the
cancer-cell "suicide," Chen said.
"We want to identify the mechanism [of polyphenol's effectiveness] and continue the screening
process," he said.
The polyphenol compound is
naturally derived, although it
goes through slight modifica-

tions during the process of making black tea, he said, adding, "If
we know the mechanism, we can
provide better modifications."
The findings may be beneficial for other forms of cancer as
well, if the research is performed
using cancer cells from other
parts of the body, Chen said. "We
must commit more time and
money for further research," he
said.
The Center for Advanced Food
Technology is now performing
further experiments on polyphenol, Chen said. "Overall the [current] findings are very promising," Ghai said.
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G. E. adds to recruiting list
• ► University added to one
of America's most admired
companies' recruit list.
DANIEL LOWREY

staff writer
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The accolades continue to pile
up in the University trophy case.
This week, the General Electric
Company, better known as GE,
announced that it is adding
Clemson to its select nationwide
group of "Executive Schools," the
elite pool from which it chooses
candidates for high potential jobs
and administrative positions.
The addition is the first in over
five years to the group that boasts
other prestigious members such
as Duke, Massachusetts Institute
of Technology and .Notre Dame.
According to Dr. Keinath, Dean of
the College of Engineering and
Science, the addition ol the
University to GE's list of executive schools "gives students an
increasing possibility of employment nationwide, as opposed to
only in the power systems unit in
Greenville." Before the nomination as an 'Executive School',
General Electric did not heavily
recruit Clemson Students for
positions on a national level.
With this development, they are
now eligible for positions across
the country. However, the new
honor does not by any means
affect only those in the College of
Engineering and Science, but it
also, says Keinath, "opens up the
recruiting perspective for the
University as a whole." As a
result, quality prospects in other
colleges on campus can expect to
see a marked increase in interest
from GE recruiters in such areas
as transportation systems, medical systems, information services, capital services and corpo-
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rate management.
The selection is a natural one,
given GE's long history of funding University research projects.
Also, it is a deal that strengthens
ties between "the world's most
admired company," according to
Fortune Magazine, and Clemson,
TIME magazine's "Public College
of the Year." "What better measure of quality can there be than
when the company most
admired in the world, GE, designates Clemson as one of the
schools GE most admires?" said
University President James F.
Barker.
"This gives our students
unparalleled opportunities in GE.
1 don't think we can fully predict
the long-term impact this partnership could have," said Flora
Riley, director of the Michelin
Career Center. "It truly is great
news for our students. In essence,
it opens up a whole new ballgame as far as recruiting," she
adds. With the University joining
the elite group of thirty-five, students can now receive 'first dibs'
on co-ops and internships,
whereas before, they had to compete with applicants from nearly
four hundred other schools
nationwide. Riley also noted that
the University's addition to the
group should be credited in large
part to two individual: Rose
Martinez-Brandon,
Campus
Coordinator of Recruiting, and
Gabe Vicks, Executive Director of
Recruiting. Working hard behind
the scenes as volunteers, these
individuals indirectly act as
advocates on the University's
behalf. They frequently go
beyond the call of duty to ardently encourage students to excel in
whatever co-op or internship
program they may be involved in.
Riley also states that while

"some may be upset over or disagree with" the University's
newly implemented admissions
policy because of its increased
selectivity, honors such as the
nomination as an 'Executive
School' only serve to validate the
idea that it is beneficial to the
University to "pursue the brightest and best prospective students.
It tells us that we're on the right
track for where we want to go as a
University, and that GE is banking on us not only to continue to
produce quality graduates, but to
increase that productivity even
further in the future." The reaction from students thus far has
been a positive one. One sophomore in electronic and computer
engineering was excited to hear
the news, and remarked, "GE is a
huge, well-known company, one
that I wouldn't mind working for.
This is an exciting time for everyone here at Clemson."
In the early 90's, many companies had to retool their recruiting
operations in response to rising
costs and smaller amounts of
capital. For GE, the result was
the creation of an elite group of
schools whose graduates would
receive preferential access to
some of the company's top-level
positions. The system presents
high caliber students with the
chance to work in one of GE's
numerous divisions, with positions ranging from jobs at NBC
for communication majors, to
openings for marketing and economics graduates at the corporate headquarters. The effect can
now be realized on campus, as
many students find themselves
likely candidates for job opportunities that, until recently, had not
been available to those not wanting to work in the power systems
unit located in Greenville.

2001 Fall Career Expo/Internship Fair
September 25 & 26
2nd Floor, Hendrix Student Center
9:00am - 3:00pm
Different companies will be in attendance each day!
Sponsored by:
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Rank falls to thirty-nine

DAN GONZALEZ/photo editor

DROPPED: Newsweek ranks Clemson in top 40 public schools.

► Decline in standings
blamed on size of recent
freshman class.
CAROLYN LEMERE

assistant news editor
The college rankings are out
and Clemson is ranked again. The
ratings, established by U.S. News
and World Report magazine,
ranked Clemson as the 39th best
public college institution in the
nation, dropping one from last
year's position of 38th.
According to both U.S. News
and World Report and President
Barker, the drop in rank could be
due to a number of factors to be
taken into consideration. The
magazine bases the ranking on
many important measures of
each school's qualities. Some categories taken into consideration
for each institution are academic
reputation, retention, faculty
resources, student selectivity,
financial resources, and alumni
giving. The scores of the categories are then all weighted in
order to come up with a final
overall score. The University's rating decreased in one category, faculty resources, because of a
growth in class sizes. The
University, however, improved on
many other measures. Average
SAT scores, the freshman retention rate, and alumni giving were
all areas in which measures
increased.
"This assessment reflects
where Clemson was one year ago,
before our enrollment management plan was put into place,"
President Barker told the
University upon hearing the outcome of the rankings. He went on
to mention that the previous
unplanned enrollment growth
was the cause of increases in class

sizes, but by planning to enroll
500 less freshmen this fall than in
the past year, he hopes to see class
sizes once again decrease.
U.S. News and World Report
also stated that drops in rankings
from last year could be due to the
fact that the magazine re-categorized schools and added more
institutions into the rankings.
Another factor that may cause a
change in ranking is a school's
performance in comparison with
other institutions. Its performance in a category may change
relative to another's, or its performance may stay the same while
another school's has changed.
This drop in ranking hasn't
frustrated University officials.
"We're pleased to be regarded
as one of the best public institutions in the nation, but we're
committed to giving South
Carolina a top-20 university.
That's a long-term process,"
Barker told the University.
One anonymous student,
when asked her opinion of
Clemson reaching the top 20
before the next decade, stated,
"Clemson is too broad to be in the
top 20. Different people come for
different reasons such as agriculture, engineering, and business,
and all the departments would
have to contribute enough in
order to reach that goal."
Others feel differently and are
motivated by the goals set. "As
long as the University pursues its
goals, the rankings will show it,"
said Cathy Sams, Chief Public
Affairs Officer.
For a complete list of the top
universities in the nation, visit
the U.S. News and World Report
webpage
at
http://www.usnews.com.

Clemson Office Products
210 Victoria Square
654-6396
Hours: 9:00am to 5:00pm Mon-Fri

Michelin Career Center, Student Government, National Society of Black Engineers & Delta Sigma Pi
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Sirrine, Bracket*, and Edwards Hall
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-CAFLS Career & Professional School Fair
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-Graduate School Fair
Sept. 27"\ 9am-3pm, 2nd floor Hendrix Student Center
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STAFF EDITORIAL

America mourns in
wake of tragedy
Now is the time for us to come together
and help each other through this event
There are times in our lives
when we are confronted with
something so tragic and so shocking that we can't even believe the
event has occurred. All we can do
is huddle together with friends
and family and hope against the
worst. Tuesday, September 11, was
such a time.
We watched the news Tuesday
as the events in New York,
Washington,
D.C.,
and
Pennsylvania unfolded with feelings of shock, disbelief, sadness,
and anger. Everything seemed
unreal. Campus was emptier than
usual, and laughter was not heard
anywhere. It seemed as if the
despair would engulf us and we
would never again see the light at
the end of the tunnel.
Students all across campus
could speak of nothing but the
terrorist attacks in the Northeast.
Many of us spent the entire day
watching the news or talking on
the phone to relatives and friends.
Several classes were cancelled as
the rest of the country seemed to
shut down.
Now that the aftermath is
being examined and the rubble
sorted, the death toll is climbing
and we are wondering how we are
going to come out of this intact.
Many of us wonder how life will
ever be normal again. Time
moves on, though, and eventually
we have to look towards our
future.
Today is a new day, and as we
struggle to understand Tuesday's
events and come to terms with
our loss, we also need to come
together as a unified campus to
help our fellow Americans. This
is not the time for hate or lashing
out at fellow students because of
their nationality or race. This is
not the time to criticize or place

blame. All of that will come soon
enough.
Right now, our focus should be
on helping each other get
through this tragedy. This is the
time for condolences, support,
and peace. The citizens of New
York set the example Tuesday
when they kept calm and rushed
to aid their neighbors. We would
be wise to follow their example.
It seems easy to focus on the
negative during times like these.
We become tempted to fall apart
and succumb to the chaos. We
have to remember that that is
what the terrorists wanted, and
the best way to fight back is to
remain strong and united as one
university and one country.
We should also take this
opportunity to think about what
we have and appreciate it. As we
are shown every day, and especially on Tuesday, life is short and
can end unexpectedly. Think
about the people around you
whom you love, and let them
know often how much you care
about them. It's unfortunate that
it can take a time like this to
make us stop and think, but
sometimes we do get lost in our
daily lives and small problems.
We can only hope that a
tragedy of this magnitude will
never happen again. We can only
hope that the people who did this
will be caught and punished. We
can only hope that this atrocity
will not destroy our dreams as a
country. We can only hope.
The opinions expressed in the lead editorial are written by the editorial editor
and represent the majority view of
THE TIGER senior staff. In representing the majority view, the lead editorial
may not represent the individual view
of any particular member.
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I am not really sure what to say
at this moment in time. I feel
like crying and screaming and
praying and I can't decide which
reaction is best. I woke up this
morning with a lump in my throat
and an overwhelming sense of
despair, and I had to shake off remnants of sleepiness to remember
where these feelings came from. So,
what now?
What does one say after something like this?
The words that
already exist in
the English language don't seem
adequate now. I
guess that this is
one of
those
times when there
are no words to express the
absolute horror of what happened yesterday.
I have been to New York many
times, and whenever I think of
that city, the World Trade Center
towers appear in the skyline. The
idea that those buildings are
•gone amazes me. I don't think I
even believe it yet. How can one
of the symbols of the largest city
in America disappear in the
space of an hour? Not to mention

the Pentagon. It has always been
a symbol of American power and
military, and it has always
seemed like one of those places
that no outside force would ever
be able to touch or damage. Yet
there it sits up in Washington
with a huge chunk taken out of
one side. Unbelievable.
I guess now the government
will figure out who to blame and
who to bomb for this atrocity. I
don't even want
to think about
what the next
month is going
to
be
like.
What
I
do
know is that it
will take a long
time for this to
sink in for me. I feel unsafe now,
and vulnerable. After all, the government that we depend on for
protection could not protect us
against this. Not that I'm blaming
them at all, because who could
ever even imagine protecting
against such a scenario?
I think now the best thing for
all of us to do is just reflect and
hope. Let's try to help each other
get through this tragedy. All we
can do is take things one day at a

time.
One of the primary rules for
newspaper writing and produc- m
tion is that you try to minimize
the amount of blank space
appearing in your pages. I feel
like the strongest statement I can •
make right now in this newspaperis to leave a big, blank space at
the end of this column. Consider
it a moment of silence, or a •
prayer, or simply a symbol of the
loss that we experienced yesterday. Whatever you do, just hope
that there never has to be a space •
like this again.
In memory...

Alison Bruce is a senior majoringin
English. Email comments to letters@tiger.clemson.edu.
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The shocking death of life as we know it
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Thanks for support
from student's family
Thank you so much for the
thoughts, prayers, and tributes in
honor of my cousin, Jennifer
Farrell. Our family cannot begin
to express how much we
appreciate everything that
Clemson University has done for
us. Our family would like to
thank everyone from President
and Mrs. Barker to Jen's sorority,
Alpha Delta Pi. Everyone at
Clemson has been incredible
after
this tragedy. Jennifer was a
third generation Clemson Tiger,
and our family is proud to say
that we are a part of the Clemson
University family. Jennifer's mom,
dad, brother, grandmother, aunts,
uncles, and cousins have been
blessed by the outpouring of love
and support from everyone at
Clemson. I am honored to say
that 1 am part of the Clemson
University family, and I know
Jennifer was too. She truly loved
Clemson, and like she said, "She
was born to be a Clemson Tiger."

So if there is one thing to be
learned from this tragedy, it is
cherish everyday you have and
live life to the fullest. I know
Jennifer did.
Megan Elrod

marketing

Reaction to the
attack on America
Today, September 11,2001, our
country witnessed the most horrific and devastating event in the
history of perhaps the world. At
this incredible time of mourning,
let us remember those thousands
of innocent citizens who died for
one simple fact: that they were
Americans. They did not die
because they were in a war, but
instead because they were born in
a country where we respect the
rights of the people over the government, and the institution of
democracy over tyranny. I know
that we far too many times take
this simple fact for granted.
Today, however, at one of the

lowest points in our history, we
are, once again, Americans. Today
we do not argue about our Social
Security lock box, or alterations
to the contested budget, but
instead look forward as a nation
to show our resolve. Let us take
this moment as an opportunity to
grow as a country. While we do
share our differences, it is our differences that make our nation so
special. Let our sadness empower
us to move forward into the future
united, Republican and Democrat,
black and white, and remember
the victims of this tragedy for
what they were and what we all
are proud to be: Americans.

Alberto Camacho
political science

Letters to the editor should be no
more than 500 words. They should
include the author's name, signature, and phone number. They will
be checked for authenticity. Letters
may be edited for clarity and
grammar.
THE TIGER
staff
reserves the right to edit, print or
omit all letters submitted to the
editor.
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A tout le monde, a tous mes amis

The values of ethics and tolerance

1 don't know what Jim was thinking
Why is traffic always like this?
They should just build giant
when he did this, but- What in the
world? What was that? Oh my God.
moving sidewalks. Who am I
What's everyone looking at? Look at all
kidding, I wouldn't use them. 1 love this
that smoke in the other tower! Was it a
car. It's a great car. We got a really good
bomb? Stacey worked up there. How
deal. And besides, the Saab was about to
could this happen? How are they going to
die anyway.
fet to them up there? No one really
Dammit, what is this guy doing?
nows what to do. Some people are panWhere do these people learn to drive?
icking. I should call home. No dial tone.
Must have gotten his license at Kmart.
This can't be good. This is not good.
Haha. Gonna have to remember that one.
I shouldn't be here. This doesn't feel
Geez, if everyone just used the little skinright. I can't remember when everything
ny pedal on the right, we would all be
turned black. I think it just happened. I
moving right now. I don't see what the
could have been here for a
big holdup is. It
while though. This carpet
always seems like
is coarse. Why couldn't
they plan this stuff
Dan
they get some nice carpet
for morning rush
like in our living room. It
hour. Damn, 7:45
Gonzalez
probably would have cost
already. Gonna be
columnist
moremoney, but it's so
late for the second
comforting. It burns to
time this week.
breathe. I think its smoke.
I wish I had a cell
I'm not sure. I can't hear anyone. I want to
phone. No one at work understands how I
be able to hear anyone. Anything. Just
can survive without one. I guess it just
ringing. Everything is ringing.
doesn't suit me. It would be nice to call
I don't know how long it's been. When
Gail though. Didn't even have time to kiss
are they going to get up here. I can't stay
her goodbye this morning. I should wake
up earlier. I wonder if she's mad.
up here for much longer. I have to pick up
my suit for Tom's wedding before I go
Sometimes little things like that bother
home. How am I supposed to pick up my
her. Sometimes they don't. I think all
suit? What about Adam's shoes? He can't
women are like that.
Finally, movement again. I know it's
practice tonight without them. He loves
not the construction workers' fault. I have ' those shoes. Gail must be horrified right
respect for them, I mean I could never do
now. Gail, I'm ok. I'm ok. I know everytheir job. They do a good job. But couldn't
thing's going to be ok.
I remember when we camped out in
they just do it a little faster? I'm probably
not going to be able to find a spot now.
California, and there was an earthquake
during the night. Everything shook.
Great. Oh wait, there's one. Damn. Adam
left his cleats in the car. I bet he'll need
Nothing was calm. We were so scared.
But we had each other.
them for practice tonight. Hope I can get
Gail, it feels like California. Jesus
out of here a little early.
At least this elevator moves at a decent Christ, Gail, where are you?? I can't see
speed... but not when people have to get
you. Adam, I'm so sorry. I'm just sorry. It
wasn't my fault. Oh my God. Not like
off at every floor before 72. This is ridiculous. Ok, 8:12, meeting at 9:30 with that
this. .
rep from the new account. I really need
Not like this.
some coffee. Damn, those reports from
yesterday still aren't finished. I should
Dan Gonzalez is a senior majoring in computhave just worked late. Hah, I've been here er science. Email comments to
15 minutes and I'm already stressed out.
letters@tiger.clemson.edu.
And I talk to myself too much.

The way you think about the world
will shape everything about the way
you live. I learned that lesson this
summer in business ethics as I listened to
my classmates defend their moral positions with heartfelt sincerity.
However, despite their deepest convictions, it was obvious that some people
don't see the vital connection between
actions and ideas. The fact is, just believing something never makes it true. That's
because some things are true and some are
false, simple as that. Beliefs and ideas cannot be true and false at the same time,
from one person to the
next, which is exactly
why it is essential to separate good ideas from
bad ones.
If we didn't do this,
the world wouldn't make
sense, preventing us'
from evaluating ideas
the only way we can, by asking, "Does it
conform to reality when I try to live it
out"?
For our multicultural, pluralistic generation, the issue of tolerance is one idea
that should be reevaluated.
Why?
Because, just as I heard over and over again
in my Ethics class, people have the wrong
conception about a good idea.
Tolerance has very little to do with
your ability to drink more beer than the
guy who threw up in the stall before you.
Instead, tolerance means: "recognizing
and respecting the beliefs or practices of
others."
From that, it is easy to see why our
society so strongly demands this virtue
when discussing anything from religion
to free expression.
Unfortunately, the real problem is that
most people today think that tolerance
means that all ideas and beliefs are equally valid. This is an easy trap to fall into if
you first believe that things cannot be
inherently "true" anyway.
Phrases like, "You shouldn't force your
morality on others", and "Don't try to
change someone else's beliefs" are so com-

Trey Baughn is a senior majoring in marketing. Email comments to
letters@tiger.clemson.edu

The Editors' Corner

SPEAKINGOUT
Thoughts on the tragedies that happened on Tuesday

Jeff Milstead

Jessica Sams

Mark Sinyers

ceramic
engineering
senior

english
sophomore

mechanical
engineering
sophomore

"I do hope we take some sort of military action once we find out who did
it. If we just kind of sit around, it will
show weakness on our part. However,
we must also act wisely."

mon today that your only bet is that you
are wrong only when you think you are
right. Does this seem strange to anyone
else?
I'm not trying to be overly abstract
here, just very practical. The next time you
accuse someone of forcing their beliefs on
others, ask yourself what you mean by
being tolerant.
If you mean that they shouldn't be critical of someone's ideas because all viewpoints are equal, you aren't making much
sense. In fact, by saying that it's wrong for
them to force their morality on others,
aren't you forcing your
morality on them?
It's kind of like saying
that no ideas are true
except my idea that no
ideas are true. It defeats
itself. You're convicting
others of the same crime
you've just committed.
I hope you can see how important correcting this misunderstanding of a very
good word is to our everyday lives. To put
it simply, you are what you think.
Tolerance is really about how we treat
people, not their ideas.
Everyone should be heard with respect,
but this doesn't mean that everyone's
beliefs are good and true just because they
are their beliefs.
Instead, we should be critical of ideas
and beliefs in order to find the truth about
the world we live in.
The point is that our beliefs really do
shape who we are so it's important to
search for and embrace things that are
true, not false.
If you don't like my ideas, hopefully
you have a better reason to disagree. But if
you believe there is no truth, then that is
the very reason why you shouldn't be
open-minded in accepting what I have to
say.
Think about it.

"This scares me to death. I'm in
Airforce ROTC, and I don't know if
it'll come to it, but the Jrs. and Srs. in
ROTC will have to go."

"What got to me is the celebration in
Palestine. How can people be happy
when innocent people die?"

Abby Griffin

elementary
education
freshman
"It's very surreal. It's something terrible
and whoever thought it up and did it
should definitely be punished."

Kate Sharp

english
junior

"I'm from New York, and not only has
this impacted my life, but it's going to
impact the world. The U.S. has done so
much to convince us that we have this
false sense of security. It's horrible."

American above all else
Our lives will never be the
same.
The terrorist acts that rocked
our country on Tuesday will be
remembered forever. Someday,
perhaps, they will seem real.
To think that such destruction
would happen on our own soil,
when World wars have not even
affected the structures we have
come to recognize ... to think
that such blatant .hatred,
such disregard
for human life,
such
ignorance should
even exist in
the hearts of our fellow human
beings ... What are we to think?
What are we supposed to do? Sit
and watch in shock as a "faceless
coward" attempts to destroy our
resolve? Never. In this country,
never.
For once, this is not about
being black or white, rich or poor,
white collar or blue collar. This is
about being an American, and
uniting in defiance in the face of
terrorism. Every single person in
this country should thank God
they are fortunate enough to live
here. Put culture aside, and turn to
your fellow Americans. There is
nothing more we can do than to
unite as one, support our government, and say our prayers.
As the United States struggles
to pick up the pieces after this
tragedy, I urge all of you not to
waste time casting judgment.
Never denounce your fellow
Americans. Support those who

need you. Respect your president,
your leader, whom you must
depend on. Even if you don't want
to, you must, for you have no other
choice.
If you have a faith, lean on it. If
you have none, find one. We will
never make it through this without knowing that there is a higher
power in control. When things
happen that we
cannot understand,
things
Mackie All
that shatter the
editor in
world we know,
chief
we must be able
to depend on
our
faith.
Nothing else, no
one else, can truly have any effect
oh the days to come except for
God. You must believe this.
It doesn't matter where you're
from. It doesn't matter where your
family is from. Your heritage
means nothing right now. All that
matters is that you are residing in
and a citizen of one nation, under
God, indivisible.
You are an American above all
else. May nothing divide us now.
May all of us band together as one
country, united against this
attack. Let the world know that
this is the United States, and we
will not stand for this.
"And the rockets' red glare, the
bombs bursting in air, gave proof
through the night that our flag
was still there," Francis Scott Key
wrote on this very day in 1814.
This country has always been
unstoppable, and our flag will
continue to fly high and proud as
long as we stand behind it.
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Unite
Atrocity shocks nation and Clemson
CAROLYN LEMERE AND AOORA

M.

CHEUNG

assistant news editor &r news editor
Terrorist attacks on America
have left areas of the nation's financial and military nerve centers in
New York City and Washington,
D.C, looking much like war zones
and thousands upon thousands
dead or wounded. Many Americans
stare in disbelief at the tragic events
that took place Tuesday, September
11,2001 - a day, as many have mentioned, that will live in infamy.
Terrorists hijacked four planes
early Tuesday morning. Two, leaving
from
Boston's
Logan
International airport and destined
for the West Coast, were taken over
and strategically driven into the
two World Trade Center towers
minutes apart, shortly before and
after 9 o'clock that morning. Both
towers collapsed and lay in ruin
before the morning was over.
A third plane, leaving from
Washington, DCs Dulles airport,
was flown straight into the
Pentagon building. A fourth
hijacked plane, departing from
Newark, N.J., and heading to
California, was believed to be
another potential terrorist weapon,
but crashed down approximately
80 miles outside of Pittsburgh, Pa.
Almost immediately after news
spread of the attacks, no domestic
or international flights were
allowed. Air traffic was grounded
for the first time ever. U.S. borders
were also shut down as a precautionary measure while government
officials and citizens searched for
answers to the attacks.
Melissa McCoy, a former
Clemson student, is a multimedia
intern for Agence France Presse, a
global news agency located one
block from the White House,
another possible terrorist target. She
said, "The atmosphere here in
Washington is somber..Jbut] business is going on as usual. I ride the
Metro from Virginia to D.C. and the
[only] talk I heard from fellow commuters was of [Tuesday's] attack. I
also saw military police and random officers standing at post on
street corners."
The events of the day deeply
affected many of Clemson
University's students, faculty, and
staff. Students were seen crowding
into classrooms and auditoriums to
catch a glimpse of the disastrous
incidents unfolding, consoling each
other and sharing their thoughts
and emotions.
"I couldn't believe it. I didn't
think that something like that
could happen," said Michael Meek,
a freshman at the University, "It didn't seem real at first. I saw the buildings when they collapsed. It gave
me the chills."

"My first thought was if my family was okay," stated Kimberly
McKeon, a marketing major. "My
aunt works at the Pentagon, but we
haven't heard anything yet. My
cousin works in the World Trade
Center, and she got out."
The University took many measures throughout the day to keep
students calm and informed, and to
provide them with any of the services they mayjieed. The administration sent out Crisis Update
emails during the afternoon in
order to notify students of isvents,
cancellations and support services.
By having monitors and movie
screens showing live coverage of
the events (from the early hours of
the tragedy to the late evening) set
up in theatres and auditoriums
around campus, students were able
to stay up to date on the crisis.
"I saw the coverage, and it looked
like something from a movie. I was
just in shock," Mark Sartain, a landscape architecture major, said of the
events. "I think they (the government) will take care of it pretty
quickly, though."
Campus ministers and counselors provided support services for
students and staff and the
University's security staff took any
necessary steps to ensure safety on
campus. All students, faculty and
staff were asked to have ID cards on
them at all times. University flags
were lowered to half-staff out of
respect for all victims of the tragedy.
A non-sectarian prayer service
was held for students, faculty, and
staff of the University, as well as
others in the Clemson community,
at the Fort Hill Presbyterian
Church on College Avenue. The
church was filled as many in the
community came together to meditate, pray, and sing hymns of hope
and encouragement. Many still
stood silent in disbelief and shock.
"It's surreal," commented Matt
Myhre, a senior.
At 9:11-p.m. that evening, a time
signifying the date of the attack, a
21-Gun Salute was given by the
University's Pershing Rifles on the
rooftop of the Strom Thurmond
Institute. This was a military ceremony honoring those that died in
the attacks. A candlelight vigil followed the ceremony.
At first only a small crowd gathered to light candles and meditate,
but as the evening went on, many
more came. With students lighting
each others candles and all three
flags flying at half-staff, the eerie
feeling of tragedy still loomed.
One student began to sing the
song "Amazing Grace" softly and
was soon joined by many in the
group. Another student requested
verses from the Bible to be read,
more specifically Psalm 23, which

President George W Bush had referenced in his second speech to the
nation. "Even though I walk
through the valley of the shadow of
death, I fear no evil, for You are with
me..."
Melissa Mateo, a member of the
Pershing Rifles, was one who
helped to put the ceremony and
vigil together. "I was sitting around
at lunch with some of the other
members and we commenting on
how we all felt helpless," she
explained. "We started to think of
ideas that we could do and decided
to go to areas around Clemson and
lower all of the flags to half-staff."
They then felt that someone
should hold a candlelight vigil and
decided to put it all together themselves. "It all happened pretty
quickly," she added The members
kept the vigil throughout the night,
with others coming and going as
they wished, making sure a candle
was kept lit the entire time.
University Police Chief Lonnie
Saxon attended the vigil. He questioned and wondered why the
tragedies had to happen but had
confidence in the government.
"This shows how vulnerable we are
in any tough situation. It is very sad
and tragic. (But) we will work it out
and it will come together. People
will be punished."
First and foremost, as an officer,
Saxon grieves for the loss of New
York City's firemen and policemen.
He added, "They put their lives on
the line everyday. They are just people doing their job. In my view, they
are absolutely heroes. This is what
we need and we are grateful."
Another candlelight vigil was
held in front of the Military
Heritage Plaza on Bowman Field
later that evening. Baptist ministers
were present to speak' words of
encouragement to the people that
gathered
"I think that it should be more
about the people that died. There
should be more personal respect to
the people that were tragically
killed," remarked freshman Mandy
Dickens of the words spoken at the
vigil. "I think it's great, however, that
the student body can come together
and be supportive of those that
need support right now."
The University received many
responses from volunteers wishing
to donate blood. The Oconee
Memorial Hospital held a blood
drive Tuesday for those wanting to
give blood immediately. However,
the University urged others to wait
to donate later in the next couple of
weeks when demands may be even
greater.
Athletic events involving
Clemson were also cancelled due to
the tragedy. The women's volleyball
game against South Carolina sched-

uled at Clemson on Wednesday
was postponed, as well as the
women's soccer game at North
Carolina. The men's soccer game
against Duke at Clemson today was
also postponed.
Around the nation, other campuses also held events and support
services for their students in
response to the crisis. Many campuses cancelled classes and closed
early for the day. Some of the
schools that Clemson was in contact with throughout the day that
closed include George Mason
University,
Virginia
Tech,
Washington University in St. Louis,
Texas
Christian
University,
University of Minnesota, Tulane
University, The College of Staten
Island
and
Virginia
Commonwealth University. Many
closed because of the stunning
news and to allow students to get in
touch with or be with their families.
Prayer services and information
meetings were also held at many of

DAVID KAUVassistant photo editor

VIGIL: Students gather at the Strom Thurmond Institute in memory of
those injured and killed in Tuesday's catastrophe.
the schools.
. Clemson administrators continued to meet throughout the week in
order to decide what steps to take
next as the events unfolded.
All in all, the federal government, including the Congress and
the President, have united on one
front to battle these "acts of war."
Many could find no words to
describe the tragic situation and
somberly recognized the fact that
when the tens of thousands of dead
and injured victim's names are
revealed, everyone will probably
know someone.
In Tuesday night's speech to the

nation, Bush stated, "America was
targeted for attack because we're the
brightest beacon for freedom and
opportunity in the world. And no
one will keep that light from shining.
"Terrorist attacks can shake the
foundations of our biggest buildings, but they cannot touch the
foundation of America. These acts
shatter steel, but they cannot dent
the steel of American resolve."
The American spirit lives on but
the tragedy still shadows the future.
Tim Moorstein, a senior at the
University, said, "I just hope that this
is the worst thing I see in my life."
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University ready to aid in
relief efforts, says Barker
MACKIE ALL

editor in chief
While the nation watched in
horror, America as we know it
changed forever. At Clemson, the
magnitude of the attack and the
resulting shock waves required a fitting campus and community reaction. President James Barker has
been consulting with students, faculty, and officials regarding the
University's approach to the
tragedy.
"After a lot of discussion and
thought," he said, "the University
decided not to cancel classes on
September 11 or on subsequent
days."
The national government has
encouraged Americans to go about
their lives as normal, pointing out
that this is the best way to fight
back against the attacks right now.
But Barker said that he didn't make
the decision as a direct front against
terrorism.
"This is an opportunity for students and faculty to discuss this
tragedy," Barker said. "We wanted to
provide students with an opportunity to engage with faculty members. That way, the students could
discuss what they were thinking. It
was an opportunity to learn from
each other. We're an educational
community."
Barker said he felt that this
approach was more constructive
than having students out of classes.
"I met with groups of students
(Sept. 11) regarding this very issue,"
he said. "I'm"net sure' what constructive things can be accomplished by
watching television beyond a certain point."
By. attending class, he saj«l, students could come together for discussion and dialogue. The
University had television viewing
areas so students and faculty could
watch the events unfold.
"I trust the faculty to make the
right kinds of decisions regarding
classes and tests, and deciding who
is ready to take a test and who is
not," Barker commented.
Barker said that his first concern
after last Tuesday's attacks on the
nation was campus security. The
University held a meeting regarding
the matter, and safety was the highest consideration.
"We recognize that we have to
heighten security," the president
said. "That was our first decision.
There will be more of a presence of
campus police. We have canceled
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known.
"Fiction turned into a horrible
reality," Tom Clancy, author of a
novel in which a suicide hijacker
plows an airliner into Capitol Hill,
told CNN. 'This is the new height
in terrorism."
Somehow, the terrorists were
able to recruit four pilots who
could fly sophisticated commercial airliners and were willing to
kill themselves by flying into
buildings - although one apparently crashed accidentally in
Pennsylvania.
ESCAPED DETECTION

DAVID KAUVassistant photoeditor

UNITED: TD's shows its heartfelt support with a patriotic sign.
games, and part of that has to do
with respect, but also with security.
We have to weigh going on with life
as normal with the need to respect
what has happened."
Students and faculty are advised
to carry identification at all times.
There should be no one entering or
leaving buildings who is not a verified student or employee, said
Barker, and identification is needed
to make that verification.
Second on the University's list of
Concerns were students who are
having trouble dealing with the
tragedy. Barker wants students to be
aware that there are counselors at
both Redfern and the counseling
center.
"All the students have to do is ask
[lor help]," said Barker. He pointed
out that there is no reason to feel bad
about needing help. To not have
trouble dealing with what has happened, he said, is what would be
unnatural.
Barker, as well as many community members and students, attended a service last Tuesday at Fort Hill
Presbyterian Church in downtown
Clemson. The church was full at the
special 7 p.m. service.
"We're all trying to deal with this
tragedy," Barker said.
Many people have united in
prayer, and there has also been a
tremendous turnout of blood
donors. So many, in fact, that when a
CAT bus took "60 or more" students
to Oconee Memorial Hospital Sept.
11 to donate blood, the hospital
could hardly handle the large
group, Barker reported.
"There is a need to do something

constructive," Barker said. "I'm sure
that as time goes on, we will continue to decide what appropriate
actions to take."
He encourages students to take
part in campus discussions, services
and memorials during these first
few days, while always remaining
thoughtful and respectful. Students
who feel a need to do something
should try one of these activities,
said Barker.
The University is also ready to do
something if the need arises.
"We have made it clear that we
will respond in any way we are
asked," Barker said. "We're making
sure that the state government
knows we are ready, and I'm anxious to hear what the state thinks is
the right thing to do."
Barker pointed out that the camus is host to a large community of
right and educated people who are
able and willing to help their country.
One of the best ways for this
community to help is to donate
blood. Although there are many
blood donors right now, Barker said
that students should remember that
blood has a short shelf life. The officials at The Blood Center in
Greenville believe that the need for
blood will be even greater in a week
or two. If necessary, the University
will hold a blood drive on campus
to aid the relief efforts.
"Times like this are a defining
moment for a community like ours,"
Barker said. "We all need to come
together."
Bottom left photo from
news.com, others by David Kalk.

And somehow, what must have
been a long-running and complicated plot slipped past the eyes
and ears of U.S. intelligence and
law enforcement agencies - agencies'that until Tuesday had a good
record of averting major terror
attacks on U.S. soil.
"We may be in a new era,
because we've been able to handle
it terrorism, but obviously we
were not able to handle it today,"
former Secretary of State James
Baker told CNN.
The unprecedented scale and
destruction of Tuesday's attacks
led some terrorism experts to
speculate that whoever was
behind them must have had help
from a foreign government.
1
"It stretches the imagination
that even Osama bin Laden, a
renegade
Saudi
millionaire
blamed for other terrorist actions,
could do this," Ackerman said. "It
begs the question of state sponsorship."
Airport security will no doubt
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be improved now that hijackings,
a staple of the 1970s and early
1980s but relatively rare since
security measures were tightened,
have returned as a terror weapon.
"A lot of people fell asleep on
hijackings because they disapEeared, but they disappeared
ecause there was no place to go
anymore, because no country
would take them in," Ackerman
said. "But hijacking a plane to
crash it into a building, now that's
a different story."
Calls for retaliatory strikes
came fast and furious as television
stations broadcast the images of
skyscrapers collapsing and dustcovered New Yorkers looking
almost like ghosts walking out of
a war zone.
"We need to do something
about these bastards," said Sen.
Orrin Hatch, a senior Republican
from Utah.
PREEMPTIVE ACTIONS
Others argued that rather than
merely reacting, the U.S. government should undertake preemptive strikes against potential terrorists - perhaps similar to Israel's
practice of selectively eliminating
Palestinian officials it believes to
be engaged in terrorist plots.
"This was an act of war of the
worst kind," said former Secretary
of State George Schultz. "We
should not be afraid to preempt
offensive acts against us."
But the talk of retaliation
sounded like frustrated fury after
an act of terrorism that could have
been perpetrated by a small group,
of radicals.
"Let's face it. They hit the jackpot," Ackerman said. "And no one
can say when the other shoe will
drop."

The Tiger reflects on the tragedy
In due time, those who conspired in this atrocity as well
as the countries that promote such activity will be punished. Let it be known that no terrorist can tear apart the
fabric of our country. God bless America.
-Jason Zawislak, news layout
I have an uncle that was flying out of Logan Int'l, and
my family didn't know his whereabouts for several hours.
After my initial sense of relief, all I feel now is deep-seated
pity and sorrow for the families that don't know about their
loved ones.
-Bo Gillooly, assistant sports editor
My mom was scheduled to fly from Boston to New York
on September 12, and then upon arrival, she was going to
stay in the World Trade Center in the hotel at the base of the
building. Then, on Wednesday, the hotel where she was
staying in Boston was evacuated. It was the place where five
of the terrorists stayed before they flew out of Boston.
Fortunately, after two evacuations for bombs, she was still
safe.
-Joseph Godsey, ad production manager
1 didn't see any of the footage til late that afternoon. It
wasn't until the next morning, when I heard a women
tel ling about a cellphone call she got from her son who was
aboard one of the downed planes, that I started to cry for all
the innocent people who lost their lives. Now I just want
justice.

-Holli Armstrong, sports editor
If you're anything like me, you spent the whole day
walking around starring at the ground six feet in front of
you, wondering how something so horrific could have ever
happened. My concern lies not only with the victims and
their families in America, but across the globe as well.
-Dan Gonzalez, photo editor
It makes me very proud to live in America when I see
everyone, no matter how different their opinions may be, or
what walk of life they come from, pulling together to get
through this terrible time.
-Jami Fagg, assistant TimeOut editor
My roommates and I all gathered around to watch in
wonder at the first World Trade Center tower engulfed in
smoke. As we stared at the screen we witnessed the second
plane go straight into the second tower. I don't think I'll
ever forget that image or the shocking feeling of realization
that something was terribly wrong..
-Carolyn Lemere, assistant news editor
When I heard about the Pentagon I said a prayer,
grabbed my cell phone, and called home. By the grace of
God, my mom's building was evacuated, and my best
friend's father had not gone to his Pentagon office yet that
day. I can only pray for those who were not as lucky as I.
-Katie Wood, copy editor

My parents back in India were so worried. They called
me thrice from India to ensure my safety. It was the most
unexpected event to happen in a country like. America. The
whole world is taken aback by this kind of an inhuman act
of violence. Its not only the Americans who have felt the
shock but all over the world people are praying for those
injured.
-Shobhana Kirtane, TimeOut layout coordinator
Like many, 1 was glued to the television but there is one
story that stands out. A nurse, working at one of the NYC
hospitals, emailed her husband who was trapped in one of
the standing towers. He got her message and emailed her
back saying he was okay. Right when she got the email, she
looked out the window and the tower collapsed.
-Adora M. Cheung, news editor
This attack directly affects me. I wish I could be with
my family right now and I just pray every day for my
family and friends hoping that people I know who are
"missing" will be recovered from the World Trade Center
wreckage. I was so happy that the majority of this campus has been so supportive. I found it so disrespectful
when I would see people directly after the incident and
they would act like it didn't happen, or that some sports
actually had practice that night.
-E Kelly Leach, TimeOut editor
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Red, white and blue will replace
orange at next week's ball game
► Central Spirit rearranges
Spirit Blitz Week.
WILL SPINK

staff writer
Due to the tragic events of
Tuesday morning, Tiger fans will
be asked not to wear orange, but
instead to wear red, white, and blue
in support of their nation at the
Clemson vs. Virginia football game.
Fans everywhere, not just at
Clemson, are being asked to do this,
lieu of wearing their usual team
colors. The orange theme was going
to continue on Saturday with the
first ever Orange Out during the
Clemson vs. Virginia football game
in Death Valley. Central Spirit was
encouraging all fans to wear orange
to the game to create "a great sea of
orange." Now the effect will be "a
great sea of patriotism."
However, orange will cover the
town and people of Clemson, S.C,
throughout this coming week, as
Spirit Blitz Week returns this year.
Clemson's Central Spirit is heading
the organization of the activities,
but hopes to involve every student
organization on campus, according
to Barry Jones, president of
Central Spirit.
"We have a lot to live up to, but

ring your

we hope to make this an annual
event just as big as First Friday and
Homecoming," Jones commented.
The week of activities, which
runs from Monday, September 17
through Saturday, September 22,
culminates with a pep rally and
free concert in Bowman Field following the volleyball game against
Florida State on Friday night. The
9:00 p.m. concert will feature
Backyard Green, Shades of Gray
and three other bands and will
pause around 10:00 p.m. for the pep
rally.
The Clemson cheerleaders and
Rally Cats will perform during the
pep rally, which also offers games
and concessions throughout the
night and the awarding of the
prizes for the students who'^tave
accumulated the most points
throughout the week. Students
receive points by wearing orange,
attending athletic events or participating in Spirit Blitz activities during the week.
"Paint the Town Red, White and
Blue" kicks off the week-long event
on Monday and continues throughout the rest of the week. For this
activity, student organizations and
fans will be decorating the campus,
homes, cars and anything else in

orange. The Orange and White will
publish pictures of the best decorations.
Other events during the week
include home volleyball games on
Tuesday and Friday night at 7 p.m.
in Jervey gymnasium. IPTAY priority points are available to students
who attend these games.
Tigers Who Care is sponsoring a
food drive throughout the week, so
that people can contribute canned
goods for the needy. In addition,
Wednesday night will be Open Mic
Night at Edgar's as a celebration of
Collegiate Spirit Evening.
Jones highlighted the importance of Central Spirit's involving
many other organizations in the
effort to make this an annual success. Besides Central Spirit, UPAC,
IPTAY, the Clemson athletic department, Student Government and
Tiger's Who Care are among the
many groups assisting with the
Spirit Blitz.
Last year Central Spirit revived
the tradition during the week of the
Georgia Tech game. Students built
several balloon arches over The
Hill that covered the football team
as they ran onto the field for the
game.

DAWD KALK/.issistant photoeditor

HARD AT WORK: Each day the post office at the University sorts thousands of letters and packagesfor students on campus.

Post Office enhancements
to speed up mail delivery
► Technology provides
email notification for package delivery.
KYLE RUSNAK

staff writer
The University Post Office has
been modernized. Over the summer the Student Post Office
installed new technology designed
to improve the efficiency of the
Post Office and to speed up the
delivery of packages to students.
For one thing, freshmen were

teaching degree to

in California you'll have more choices for school locations, teaching environments, climate, sports,
entertainment and places to live than in any other state. And you'll be welcomed with open arms
and minds eager to learn. We need you here. To learn how easy it is to get here, call toil-free
1-888-CalTeach or visit our website atwww.calteach.com,

Competitive starting salaries and benefits
Smaller class sizes in schools statewide
Housing and cost of living incentives
Strong community support for teachers
Beautiful and diverse climate and scenery

Left Coast. Right Job™

able to find out their mailing
address on the Internet several
weeks before they moved in. This
made it easier for students moving
in from far away to ship their
belongings to Clemson in time for
move-in day.
The new technology is also convenient for current students as
well. It used to be that if a student
received a package.'they got a little
card in their post office box. Now
these cards are able to be sent by email as part of an automated scanning process. Bar codes on the
package are quickly scanned and,
if the student has a registered email address, a package notification is sent out immediately to that
student. If the student is no longer
at the University, a forwarding
address label can be printed out.
This has greatly improved the
efficiency of Post Office employees.
With the new scan-and-go technology, clerks can parcel out mail
more quickly. In,jddition, the Post
Office is able to sera out a stisiejtt's
mailing address and combination
through e-mail. They can also
notify students if they need to pick
up a key for their post "office box
through the e-mail system.
Some fascinating new projects
are also in the possible future of the
Post Office. One idea that could
become a reality is a web site where
students could enter their new forwarding address online, so that
they do not have to make a trip to
the Post Office and fill out a card
there. That will definitely make
things easier for graduating students who may not have time to
make a trip to the Post Office, due
to all the arrangements that have
to be made for graduation
Another new plan in the works
is something called a "signature
capture" for packages. Signature
capture technology allows postal
workers simply to scan the barcode
on a registered package and obtain
the customer's signature directly as
proof of delivery. Then the information can be uploaded to the
server, substantially reducing processing time by eliminating the
need for manual data entry.
Another advantage of digital signatures (one that might not apply
at a University Post Office) is that
signature capture technology,
using bar codes for signatures,
makes fraud much more challenging.
According to the Post Office
website, the Clemson University
postal'workers handle approximately 15,000 pieces of mail every
day. With the new technology,
those 15,000 pieces of mail could
increase to an even larger number,
or they could just be handled more
easily and more efficiently.
This exciting new technology is
coming fairly quickly, putting the
Post Office on the cutting edge of
new technology. Just a few years
ago, the signature capture technology and automated package notification would have seemed like science fiction to a lot of people. It is
nice to know that our mail is being
handled with the latest technology.
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The Tiger requests campus
community participation
With over thousands of people
dead after the tragic attacks on
Tuesday, people worldwide have
been affected. Many students and
faculty have personally felt the
blow of this massive loss of life.
Americans removed from the
epicenter of the devastation do
not have their hands tied. There
are things that the citizens of this
nation can do to help. When New
York hospitals cited a blood shortage, many gracious people in the
Clemson community swamped
the Carolina Blood Connection
and other centers. So many people
turned out, in fact, that hospitals
had to send potential donors away.
It is believed that the need for
blood will be even greater in a
week or two. Hours for these blood
donation centers are as follows:
Oconee Memorial is receiving
donors weekdays 9 a.m. - 4 p.m.
AnMed is receiving donors
weekdays 9 a.m. - 5:30 p.m.
Special blood drives set up for
this weekend as follows:
Saturday, 8 a.m. - 11 a.m:
Church of Jesus Christ for Latter
Day Saints, 412 Harden Road in
Anderson
Saturday, 5:30 p.m. - 7:30 p.m.:
St. Joseph's Catholic Church,
Cornelia Road, Anderson
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Sunday, 9:30 a.m. -1:30 p.m.: St.
Joseph's
Catholic
Church,
Cornelia Road, Anderson
However, while the donations
are much needed, all centers prefer donors to wait until next week,
when the rush has slowed down.
Grief continues to spread as
word of deceased or missing family members and friends becomes
available. As all mourn the loss of
their loved ones, The Tiger offers
its deepest condolences.
Some may feel that sharing
their experiences, thoughts and
emotions will help the healing
process. The Tiger hopes students,
faculty and staff will begin to
share their stories with the rest of
the University, in memory of their
loved ones and the nation we used
to know. The Tiger would like to
be a voice and a forum for some of
our local Americans. For the next
two weeks, we will be accepting
your stories and sentiments
regarding our country's tragic
loss.
If you would like participate,
please send your story to
letters@tiger.clemson.edu.
As
always, The Tiger retains the right
to edit letters for space and clarity.
Responses may be printed in a
special feature later this semester.
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Congratulations to the newest
members of Clemson University s
Student Government...
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A " 2001 - 2002
Trey Xdams
Adriane Beil
Richard Beaulieu
Jennifer Bires
Kathryn Bradshaw
Margaret Brown
Steve Dickson
Christina Efland
Kim Flores
Sean Gaffney
Shannon Hatrnaket
Emory Hendrix
Amber Hiergesell
Brittaine Hinkson
Misty Jessee
Chris Johnson
Gretta Kruesi

Jewitte Leggett
Jan Levinson
Haiey Lowry
Tayler Maxweii
Erin Meagher
Kate Moore
Catherine Nelson
Josh O'Neal
Vanessa Peng
Josh Pimental
Adam Pratt
Kelly Reed
' Philip Roberts
Catherine Runiori
Karen Tritt
Dustin Vickery
Elizabeth Wiggins
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Where has your
TigerStripe
gone?
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Go to the Tiger
Online Card Office
to find out at
tiger LclemsoihedM
..*&$& available at the Tiger I
Online Card Office is the ability to
view your current balance, view
your recent transactions, suspend
your card and malm deposits with
I Visa or Discover.
mb Satements are also available
monthly. View your $gg?Mm&
and PAW Points transaction history
up to six months back.
Qmstions? Call 656-Q?#2 or email us at
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Kappa Alpha Theta Welcomes Our New Members
Lindsay Barbee
Darcy Boan
Rebecca Bradford
Erica Bradley
Kristin Bryant
Vicki Causey
Adair Codv
Lauren Craft
KitCulberson
Brittney Diseroad
Carrie Dunton
Beverly Eldridge
Elise Fairey

Elizabeth Ann Fetner
Mary Clark Gaston
Ashley Harrison
Melissa Hobdy
Jackie Karpel
Sarah Karpel
Martha Kwoka
Carrie Metts
Jessica Peacock
ErinPshenishnv
Blair Rankin
Katie Reaves
Jessica Semega

Laura Smith
Ashley Stephens
Maghan Stubbs
Winky Tang
Kelly Valaitis
Dana Wilder
Danielle Wilkinson
Ellen Williams
Lacey Wilson
Caroline LaForge
Katie Johnson
Rebecca Messersmith
Lisa Smith
Christina Reinhard
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HELPWANTED
The Tiger is looking for
an Art Director. If you are
interested in drawing two
cartoons for each issue,
call Mackie at 656-2158.
FUN PROMOTIONAL
JOBS
$10 per hour to give
away free stuff at
Clemson home
football games, www.promogirl.com
Former Clemson graduate creates an instant
online cash machine with
a simple two-page web
site. Discover how you
can earn extra money by
following his example.
www.2PageWebSite.com

FORRENT
CHECK US OUT: EFFICIENCY APTS, ADJACENT TO CAMPUS,
LEASING BY SEMESTER OR YEAR AT MODERATE RENTS IN
CLEMSON; ALSO INDIVIDUAL AND SPECIAL
LEASES. CLEAN, MODERN, QUIET, AND PRIVATE.
CALL DON (OLD MAN)
FELDMAN 654-5483

Apartments and
Townhomes for Rent
Close to campus
2 BR 1.5 Bath
very clean
and spacious
washer and dryer connection
water and sewer inc.
Rent $450 & up
Call Porter Real Estate
882-0220 or 882-3792

DANIEL SQUARE
Apartment for rent:
2 Bed/2 Bath
Best Place to Live
Walk to Campus Clean
Full W/D Begin ASAP
Rental discounts available
Call 800-313-1667
ext. 3223
For rent: Rustic cabin
15 miles from Clemson
quaint with charm
stove and refridgerator
furnished
$295/month
small deposit
Available October 1
call 882-6578
House in Clemson
4 BR 2 Bath new kitchen
fenced backyard
pets allowed
central heat and air available now
call 444-7650
Clemson
Games/Vacation:
Large house on
Lake Keowee
4BR 4Bath
Private Boat Dock
Boat Rental
Beautiful View, No Pets
No Smoking
Call 864-675-0580
Seneca 2 BR villa
Short/Long term

Apartment for Sublet
in Central
Just minutes from
Clemson at Cross Creek
Apartments
2 BR 2 Bath
through May 2002
$635/month
call 639-4074

828-694-0314

SEPTEMBER

Ludwig Vistalite Drum Kit
1970's vintage, clear 6
piece. Includes cymbal
and hi-hat stands.
Sorry, no cymbals.
Only $575 Must sell!
Please call 710-5796
Sony Sybershot Digital
Still Camera F505V
USB memory stick reader/writer
2 batteries and charger
3 64MB memory sticks
$500 call 885-0070
Sleeper sofa with matching chair
excellent condition $200
Off-white large contemporary sofa
excellent condition $200
call Tina at 878-8621

Room for rent in
Clemson
$275/month

call 444-7650

FORSALE

MISCELLANEOUS

'92 VW Cabriolet
blue with white top
fully loaded
good condition
CD player
leather interior
101K miles $4995
653-5636

Looking to earn money
for your organization
or yourself?
Try Fund-U, a no cost
fund raising program
that's easy and reliable.
Call 1-866-48FUND-Uor
visit www.fund-u.com

TRAVEL
#1 Spring Break
Vacations Cancun,
Jamaica, Bahamas
& Florida
Book early and get a free
meal plan.
Now hiring Campus
Reps. 1 -800-234-7007
endlesssummertours.com
Spring Break 2002!!!
Student Express is now
hiring sales reps. Cancun
features FREE meals
and parties @ Fat
Tuesdays-MTV Beach
Headquarters. Acapulco,
Mazatlan, Jamaica,
Bahamas, South Padre,
Florida. Prices from
$469, with Major Airlines.
24,000 travelers in 2001.
Call 800-787-3787 for a
FREE brochure or email
bookit@studentexpress.com
www.studentexpress.com

We need writers at
The Tiger!
Call 656-2150

14,2001

Come write for
The Tiger
We need Time Out writers.
If you are all about entertainment,
call 656-2150

Cancun
Jamaica m
Bahamas*
Florida

Promote Trips at Clemson
Earn Cash and Go Free

TRAVEL
SERVICES
Information ond reservations

1-800-648-4849
www.ststravel.com

Miss Homecomteg
2001 ???
»I—I—I—I—I—I—I—I—I—I—T—I—I—I—I—I—I—I—I—I—I—I—I-

The Galley
Restaurant
Fine Waterfront Dining
And Nami Asian Bistro

Stop by the Student Government
Office before September 18, 2001 to
fill out an application.

Great Pay
Flexible Hours
Only 12 miles from campus
No Sundays
Evenings Only

The pageant will be held in Tillman
Auditorium on October 2, 2001 at 8pm.

NOW HIRING!

CLEMSON UNIVERSITY
STUDENT

Apply in person at
Portman Marina
Lake Hartwell, Anderson
287-3215 or 287-3211

GOVERNMENT
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Do you want to get more
involved on campus?
>►i

Then come to...

♦
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Fike action heats up
► Renovations meanjail
basketball for intramural
athletes.
BRYANT STONE

staff writer

Cox Plaza - September 19th
10 am - 3 pm

In the first few weeks of this
semester, officials and volunteers at
Fike Recreation Center have had
reason to believe that there's a lot of
commotion and excitement on the
way. Having already begun last
week, the Fall 2001 Clemson
University Intramural season will
shortly be in full swing. And for
those of us who didn't come to
Clemson because we can run a 4.440 or knock down a jump shot with
our eyes closed, there's plenty of
opportunities to get involved.
Clemson's intramural program,
centered at Fike, will offer a variety
of sports this semester, which
include: five-on-five basketball,
softball, flag football, tennis, racquetball, volleyball
and
ultimate
Frisbee.
In addition,
Fike will host their annual punt,
pass and kick competition on
October 4. "We are expecting a
tremendous turnout," said Shane
McMahan, Director of Intramurals
at Fike. "The list of sign-ups for all
of our sports is huge, more than we
expected."
Basketball and softball play
began last week and these sports
stand as excellent examples of the
large intramural turnout. Softball
has approximately 100 teams in the
league signed up, while basketball
has just over 100.
The semifinals and finals of
both these leagues are greatly
anticipated every year, and there is
a possibility that the basketball

championships may be held in
Littlejohn Coliseum sometime in
the middle of the semester.
"But no guarantees," adds
McMahan. Tennis and racquetball
sign-ups have already begun, and
to increase competition, these
leagues have had their schedules
re-formatted into a "Round Robin"
style season, which leads into a
tournament.
The deadlines for sign-ups of
other sports are rapidly approaching. But before you run to Fike to
sign up, make sure you bring your
Tiger Stripe Card. To prevent forfeits due to "no-shows," Fike
Intramurals now requires all teams
wishing to participate in a league to
pay a $25 dollar "forfeit fee."
"We've had problems in the past
with teams that sign-up and don't
show," said McMahan. "Teams will
get their money back at the end of
the season as long as they show up
to play."
The forfeit fee will be only $5 for
individuals wishing to participate
'" ".-•
in tennis and
racquetball
leagues, and
this will be
implemented in the Spring 2002
season. Highlights of this fall season will also include an invitation
only soccer tournament during the
weekend from October 3 to
October 7. Based on performance
and turnout in recent seasons, 16
teams have been invited to play.
"We chose teams that have competed at the highest level of our
leagues," said Craig McGilvray,
Director of Soccer Operations at
Fike. "By inviting these teams to
play, in a way we are rewarding
them for coming out every season
and setting the standard for other
teams to follow."
Fear not soccer fans; a full league
will be offered in the spring 2002
season, according to McMahan and
McGilvray.
For those interested, football
sign-ups begin September 16 and 6on-6 indoor volleyball sign-ups
begin September 26.
"This should be a very busy
semester," said McMahan. "It's been
crazy around the office, but when
all's said and done, this should be a
great season."

INTRAMURALIVIINUTE

m
Dozens of campus
CLEMSON UNIVERSE
organizations will set s T u PENT
up tables and displays
showing you how to
get involved!

x
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Heritage at Riverwood
1 and 2 Bedroom
Equipped Kitchens and Washer/Dryers.
Pool, Tennis Court, Fitness Cener.

Burton Properties
Management
CALL 654-1130,
653-7717,
or653-5506

ACC

FROM BACK PAGE

it would be to hard to focus this
weekend."
However, not everybody agrees
that these football games should be
cancelled.
Coach Bobby Bowden of the
Florida State Seminoles thinks that
if we don't carry on as normal then
we'll be "playing right into the terrorist's hands." Coach George
O'Leary of Georgia Tech added,
"The kids obviously wanted to play
this game, but they understand the
pulse of the country."
While some conferences are
hesitant, major conferences,*like
the SEC, Big 12 and Big Ten,
announced they will play games
Saturday. The SEC, which features
a clash between Tennessee and
Florida, will donate a million dollars from gate receipts and TV fees
to assist the victims of the terrorist
attack.
"Some people would say that by
playing we're not offering respect,"
said Florida Athletic Director
Jeremy Foley. "But I disagree. This
is going to help players, fans, and
coaches deal with the emotions of
everything that has happened.
Whether you believe that football should be cancelled Saturday
or not, both sides have valid points.
Either way, we will all probably be
sitting in front of our TV sets, some
watching reruns of the terrorist
attack, some watching the Gators,
passing attack, but all mourning
the loss of our countrymen. We all
have different ways of dealing with
tragedy, so to each his own.
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Clemson Volleyball opens home schedule
► Annual Big Orange Bash
hits Tiger Town.
RICK LOVEOAV

senior staff writer
The Clemson women's volleyball team opened up their home

schedule this past Friday and
Saturday with the annual Big
Orange Bash tournament. The
Tigers faced off against Wright
State on Friday night. The team
continued play against UNCWilmington and Appalachian
State on Saturday.
In the opener, Wright State
defeated the Tigers 4-1(30-28, 3020, ,27-30, 30-26). The Tigers
record dropped to 2-3 as Wright
State improved to 4-1.
"Wright State was a very good
team; unfortunately we only saw
them on film," said Head Coach
Jolene Jordan-Hoover. "If we had
played them later in the tournament, we would have had an
opportunity to scout them. I think
that we overlooked them just a little bit, but I don't want to take
anything away from Wright State
because they competed, and they
did beat us."
Leading Clemson were Jodi

Steffes and Lori Ashton. Steffes led
all hitters with 23 kills and 13
digs. Ashton contributed 19 kills,
while Anne Berki added 10 kills.
Jessie Betcher threw in 63 assists.
Meredith Kirtland and Stephanie
Haskell added 12 and 11 digs,
respectively.
"It was a little disappointing to
lose our home opener, but if we
can take something from it and
learn that we need to come prepared for battle for every match,
then it was worth the loss,"
Hoover said.
The Tigers hoped to rebound as
they faced off against UNCWilmington in Saturday's morning game. The Clemson squad
stole the game with relative ease,
winning.3-0 (30-22, 31-29, 30-15).
The win brought the Tigers'
record to .500, at 3-3. UNCWilmington's record fell to 5-1.
"The players were definitely
disappointed about the loss on
Saturday as we went into the
UNC-Wilmington' game," said
Hoover. "They wanted to make
sure they took care of business on
Saturday, so that was a very good
change from Friday"
Ashton led the Tigers with 15
kills and a .636 hitting percentage
while Steffes contributed 10 kills.

Marija Zoric added eight kills and
a team-high three blocks. Betcher
recorded a game-high 41 assists in
the effort. She also added seven
digs and two service aces. Lindsey
Abbott, Kirtland and Haskell each
added nine saves on defense for
Clemson.
On a roll after the UNCWilmington victory, the Tigers
faced off against Appalachian
State in the final game of the tournament. Clemson handed the
Mountaineers a near perfect
defeat, winning 3-0 (30-25, 30-15,
30-28).
The
Tigers
held
Appalachian State to a mere .081
hitting percentage.
"We really wanted to make
sure that we had strong ball control and serving," said Coach
Hoover. "We knew that they struggled a little bit with their ball control. So we were able to get 12 service aces."
Things didn't go exactly as
planned for the Tigers.
"We also had eight receiving
errors, which means that they had
eight service aces against us," said
Hoover. "That was a little disappointing because we were really
trying to focus on the first ball
contact. We are a much stronger
team when we pass well and are

able to run our offense."
Once again, the Tigers were led
by the duo of Ashton and Steffes,
who each recorded nine kills.
Steffes also had a game-high five
service aces while recording a .412
hitting percentage. Ashton had a
.571 hitting percentage in the
effort. Betcher tied for a gamehigh 26 assists. She also tallied
seven kills and recorded a .636 hitting percentage. Kirtland led the
defensive effort, tying for a gamehigh eight digs. Berki also contributed five blocks in the victory.
The-squad coasted through the
first two games, winning easily
and
never
allowing
the
Mountaineers to put up much of a
fight. It was not until the final
game that Appalachian State put
up any real resistance. The
Mountaineers just would not go
away in the last game, keeping the
score close the entire match. Every
time Clemson started to rally and
pull away, the Mountaineers
matched the pace and snubbed
out the rally. Clemson finally got
the advantage and was able to put
the match away for the victory.
"It was tough because
Appalachian State really played
much better in game three and we
weren't as sharp," said Coach
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Hoover. "With this new rally point
scoring system, it really does go
point for point. So I was very glad
that we were able to close them
out in three games and not go into
a four or five game match."
With the victory, the Tigers
improved their record to 4-3
while the Mountaineers dropped
to 0-7 for the young season.
For the tournament, Wright
State took home the title going
undefeated at 3-0. Clemson's sole
loss was to the eventual champions, finishing at 2-1.
All-Tournament honors went
to Clemson's Jodi Steffes and Jessie
Betcher. Wright State's Tricia
Naseman, UNC-Wilmington's
Danielle Kerns and Appalachian
State's Jackie Jennings also
received All-Tournament honors.
Wright State's Mandy Gels took
home the highest honor by being
named the Big Orange Bash MVP.
The squad travels to Florida to
compete in the South Florida
Tournament this Friday and
Saturday. Clemson's then returns
home for a three game stint,
which also is the opening of the
Tigers ACC schedule. They face
off against Wake Forest on
Tuesday, September 9, at 7 p.m. in
Jervey Gym.
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ment," said University Police
Chief- Lonnie Saxon. "A stadium
full of 80,000 people would
make a big statement. Now we
have to pick up the pieces and
move on. We can't shut down the
whole country, because that's
what they would want."
The University police department does have a plan in place to
deal with emergency situations.
In the past 12 years, the only
major problem Death Valley has
faced during a game was lightning. Bombs and potential terrorism have never been a problem. The police feel prepared
with as many as 300-600 officers
on hand. However, some things
you just can't defend against.
"You can't stay inside and be
afraid," Saxon said. "Come out to
the game and have a good time,
and we will provide a safe environment. We have been doing it
for years, and I don't intend to
change things now."
In 146 days, the Winter
Olympics will begin in Salt Lake
City. Like Atlanta, Salt Lake City
is an environment perfect for terrorists looking to send a message.
Security estimates already
exceed $200 million, and are
expected to increase due to
recent events.
The nation is doing the right
thing by putting safety first.
The Olympics will be a new
beginning for our nation. The
world will come together under
the symbol of unity, the five
interlocking rings, which represent the five continents. Until
then, the nation will heal, but
when the time comes we will be
ready to compete, cheer and win
again. Our faith will once again
be restored.

Do you like spoi tsl
Do you go to all the games?
Can you read?
Can you write?
Well if you ans\ rered yes to
most of these questions,
you should writ e sports tor
the student ne wspaper. ft
not. no expt Tience is
raid.
i equired.!
Call Holli
656-6269
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Beem poses offensive threat on field Historical cancellations

► Beem has her eye on a
championship titlefor the
Lady Tigers..
ANDREA MESSERVY

staff writer

Junior Heather Beem has had a
great start on the women's soccer
team in the 2001 season. After
only three games she leads the
team in points with two goals and
three assists. Heather is a leader
on her team, and was just voted
co-captain by her teammates.
When asked what kind of a
player she thought it would take
to be given such an honor,
Heather offhandedly replies, "I
am a pretty focused individual
and I don't let much stand in the
way of what I want. I will work as
hard as I can until I achieve my
goals. People want to succeed and
therefore will want someone who
will do their best to succeed. I
hope this is what my teammates
have seen in me and it has been
what has contributed to them
electing me a captain."
Heather, a native of Vancouver,
Wash., finished her sophomore
year with six goals and two
assists for a total of 14 points. An
architecture design major, she
was named to the ACC honor roll.
Head Coach Todd Bramble
realizes Heather's talent and
intends to use it to full advantage.
"Heather epitomizes what 1
want from all of our team members. She is obviously a talented
soccer player, but in addition to
that, she is an accomplished student and a model citizen in the
community," said Bramble.
"Heather has a strong work
ethic and that has allowed her
game to develop in the time she
has been at Clemson. She is an
integral part of our team now and
I am most excited that we will
have her abilities and leadership
around for next year as well."

DANGONZAlEZ/phoRH

ITS MINE: A pair of 17s battle for the ball. Beem is the player in white, who
leads the team in scoring.

Coming together as a team is
what is most important for the
Lady Tigers this season. They are
coming off of a great season and
hope to continue last year's success with new players and their
new coach.
Heather has a clear vision of
what she wants from herself and
her team.
"I have the highest expectations for our team," said Beem. "I
think that we are currently going
through a great building process,
one which will ultimately take us
farther than we have ever gone.
With our new coaching staff, the
new freshman, and the rest of the
returning players, I truly believe
that our team can be the best that
it has ever been."
To outdo last season, the Lady
Tigers have to get past the Elite

Eight and beat the University
record of 19 wins. They will have
to win the ACC regular season
again and hope to receive a top
seed in the NCAA Tournament.
When asked about this big
challenge in front of her and her
teammates Heather confidently
replied, "Last year we made it to
the Elite. Eight, which was really
a great finish. However, we're not
satisfied with that.
Honestly, if we all set our
minds to it, I know we can do
anything we want to. I think that
if we all truly desire to be the
national champions and fully
dedicate ourselves to that desire,
than we will.
I have so much confidence in
us and our potential to be a better
team. That is what I am most
excited about.

Some sporting events that have
been canceled or postponed
because of world events:
Sept. 2, 1918: Baseball season
ends a month early by order of
U.S. War Department.
Aug. 2, 1923: Baseball calls off
games when President Harding
dies.
January 1942: Rose Bowl moves
to Duke University (Oregon
State vs. Duke) because of security issues on West Coast (three
weeks after Pearl Harbor).
January 1944: USC plays
Washington.in Rose Bowl, cancelling out the Eastern team
because of war-related travel
restrictions.
June 6, 1944: Baseball calls off
games when Allies invade
France on D-Day.
April 14,1945: Baseball calls off
exhibition games two days after
death of President Roosevelt.
July 10, 1945: Baseball cancels
the All-Star Game at Fenway
Park because of war-time travel
restrictions.

Nov. 22, 1963:
President
Kennedy's assassination on
Friday cancels all college football games on Saturday. The
NFL, however, plays its Sunday
games.
Sept 5,1972: Munich Olympics
are suspended for 34 hours after
11 Israeli athletes are slain during a Palestinian terrorist raid.
The Games then continue.
Oct 17,1989: The third game of
World Series between San
Francisco and Oakland is postponed because of an earthquake. The series restarts Oct.
27.
April 30,1992: Rioting following
the Rodney King verdict cancels
or postpones NBA and baseball
games in Los Angeles.
April 20, 1999: The Columbine
High School shootings postpone
NHL and NBA games in Denver.
Sept. 11, 2001: A terrorist attack
on New York and Washington,
D.C., cancels all major sporting
events in the U.S.
Information provided by the
Seattle Times

Tigers gain momentum
► Clemson men's soccer program wins the Furman
Invitational.
BRYANT STONE

senior staff writer

The 16th-ranked Clemson Tiger
men's soccer team racked up an
impressive 11 goals in two games
this weekend en route to winning
the Furman Invitational tournament held at Furman University in
Greenville, SC Emerging victorious
in both contests, the Tigers
improved their record to 3-2 on the
season and gained momentum as
they prepare to face an imposing
schedule ahead.
In their opening match-up,
Clemson embarrassed Florida
International behind an offensive
explosion, 7-1. Paul Souders, who
scored two goals and added an
assist, led the Tiger offense.
Clemson scored five of its seven
goals in the second half. Other goal
scorers included Ian Fuller, Bradley
Gibson, Ross Goodacre, Steven
Rhyne and Dimelon Westfield.
"The team performed well and
the depth of our team came
through," said Clemson Head

Coach Trevor Adair. "We took control of the game early, and had the
killer instinct tonight. We made a
great comeback after our loss
Wednesday night and played well
on both ends."
In their second and final matchup of the tournament, the Tigers
again won in impressive fashion,
downing 21st-ranked Notre Dame
4-0. Dimelon Westfield added two
more goals; giving him a team-high
three for the weekend, and fullback
Nick Rivera was named the
Defensive MVP of the Invitational.
Westfield received all-tournament
team honors, and Rivera, midfielder
Oskar Bringsved and Ian Fuller
joined him.
"We were very serious and ready
to play today," said Westfield. "I just
tried to play very relaxed and that
probably was the biggest reason for
my performance."
Doug Warren, Martin Hutton
and Patrick Fullerton combined on
the shutout in goal for the Tigers.
"We really were able to put it
together on both sides of the ball
today," added Coach Adair. "I knew
we could be dynamic on both sides,
but sometimes with a young team
it takes a little while to find out
what you have."
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Wofford

Clemson rallies in second half
► Terriers play before their
largest crowd in history.
HEATH MILLS

DAVID KALK/senior staff

HOLDING ON: Heisman hopeful Woodrow Dantzler makes arunfor it against aWofford defender.
Fogle, and Tiger Erik Meekins
picked the ball up before running
it in for the score.
The fumble recovery was possibly the defense's lone bright spot
of the first half. The defense
allowed 204 yards in the first half,
most of them on the ground.
Wofford running back Jessie
McCoy ran 26 yards for the opening score of the game. After the
Tigers first score, Wofford beat
Clemson through the air as well.
Wilson
found
WR
Isaac
Goodpasture on a 15-yard touchdown pass to give Wofford their
lead at the end of the first quarter.
"Our kids did not tackle well at
all," said defensive coordinator
Reggie Herring. "I thought
Wofford took it to us in the first
half and our kids did not respond
well. I thought they were very

lethargic. You can say, 'Go back
and tackle,' but We haven't tackled
that bad in a long time. But after
the two touchdowns in the first
quarter, we did shut them out for
the rest of the game and set up two
touchdowns on turnovers."
Another big blow to the
defense came in the injury to
sophomore Marcus Houskin.
Houskin, who started the game at
free safety, suffered a broken neck
during the second quarter of the
game. He is the third Tiger to have
been lost for the season due to
injury.
The injury to Roscoe Crosby is
not believed to be as bad. He went
into the locker room in the second
quarter and came out to the second half in street clothes, but an
MRI has shown no ligament damage. He is doubtful for next week's

McKelvey makes the catch
^■JJ. McKelvey has breakout perfomance to lead the
way forthe Tigers.
NICK CONGER

staff writer
When freshman star Roscoe
Crosby went down with a sprained
knee during the Tigers first offensive series of the game, many
believed the passing game took a
huge blow.
Crosby looked strong in the
opener against UCF and seemed
like Dantzler's primary target
when dropping back to pass. The
injury though, allowed junior
receiver
Jonathon
Jamell
McKelvey, aka "J.J.", to see some
action against the Wofford
Terriers.
After it was all said and done,
McKelvey caught eight passes for
73 yards, including two touchdown receptions. His performance
surprised all those watching the
game, but it came as no surprise to
McKelvey and his quarterback.
"If I get the chance, I could do
this all the time," McKelvey said
after the game. Woodrow Dantzler
had no doubt about JJ's talent. "I

Straight from the
Trenches
Postponed
I think the ACC made a great
decision, not only because it's
respectful but also because a lot of
players would have trouble concentrating on football this weekend.
It was pretty tough to come
over here and focus on what we
were trying to do. We had to go
out for two and a half hours and
try to fake each other out and act
like we were concentrating on
football, but we weren't. This is to
tragic and to horrific to try to not
think about.
The turnaround from playing
Duke to Virginia was about six
minutes. Coaches called us in to
tell us, we prayed, took a fiveminute breaK, and then started
preparing for Virginia.

staff writer
The last time the Clemson football team was losing to Wofford at
the end of the first quarter, the
Tigers went on to win the national championship. That is one of
the few bright spots from the first
quarter last Saturday, when •
Clemson struggled before beating
the Terriers 38-14.
Wofford's wing-T offense gave
the Clemson defense fits throughout the first quarter, and star
freshman wide receiver Roscoe
Crosby went down with a
sprained knee on the offense's first
series as Wofford held the lead 147 at the end of 15 minutes.
The rest of the game was all
Tigers. Woody Dantzler threw for
207 yards and two touchdowns,
while picking up another 55 yards
on the ground. His favorite target
of the day, JJ. McKelvey, was actually a third-string receiver at the
start of the season. McKelvey, who
was originally behind Kevin
Youngblood and Roscoe Crosby,
shined in his opportunity to show
what he had on game day, catching eight passes for 73 yards and
two touchdowns.
"It was huge to have a guy come
in a play so hard," Coach Tommy
Bowden said. "JJ. makes plays like
that all the time in practice. He's a
good football player and a big time
physical wide receiver. We knew
he had the capabilities of doing
what he did today."
McKelvey's first touchdown
catch tied the score at seven in the
first quarter. Later, he caught
another 7-yard touchdown to give
the Tigers a commanding 31-14
lead.
The game did not go the Tigers'
way until Wofford gambled on a
fourth and two in the second quarter. Wofford quarterback Travis
Wilson missed his pitch to Shaun
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always knew what he could do,"
Dantzler said. "He's shown flashes
in practice."
With the Tigers down 7-0 early
in the game, the offense looked
impressive as they marched down
the field. Seven yards short of the
end zone, Dantzler threw a bullet
pass that McKelvey held on'to for
his first career touchdown.
The score was 7-7 and all the
concerns about Crosby's injury
were put on hold as McKelvey
looked as if he'd step up to take the
place. The junior receiver was on
fire in the second quarter catching
six passes. He had only caught
three during the entire 2000 season.
With the Tigers up 24-14 in the
third quarter, Dantzler and
McKelvey hooked up again for
another seven-yard touchdown,
putting the game out of reach for
the Terriers. After that play,
Dantzler came out of the game.
McKelvey became just the second
player to catch two touchdown
passes in one game under Bowden
here at Clemson. The other was
Rod Gardner, who did it three
times.
As a second team receiver, JJ.
McKelvey understands how to take

advantage of his minimal playing
time. Before his career game last
Saturday, he caught a 65-yard pass
last season against Georgia Tech.
that turned out to be the
longest pass play of the 2000 campaign for the Tigers. McKelvey
started out as a linebacker for
Clemson but made the switch to
receiver in the spring of 2000.
Before that, he played safety at
Berkeley High School in Moncks
Corner, South Carolina. He
snagged 19 interceptions in his last
three years there.
With a beat up receiving-core
coach Bowden understands the
importance of McKelvey's performance on Saturday.
"Based on Rod Gardner's experience here, [wide receiver] is a pretty
critical position for us, and when
Kevin Youngblood went down and
Roscoe Crosby has gone down, we
needed another guy to step up," he
said after the game.
Bowden has been watching the
progress of McKelvey for a while
now.
"JJ. McKelvey has been practicing hard," Bowden commented.
"He had a good preseason, he had a
good spring, and he had eight
catches for 73 yards."

game.
Wofford was a replacement for
Tulane, who backed out of their
contract after last season. Twenty
years ago, Wofford also came to
the aid of its in-state conterpart
after Villanova dropped their
football program the spring before
the game. Travis Wilson led the
Terriers on the ground and in the
air with 111 yards rushing and 36
yards passing.
Clemson's other touchdowns
were scored by running backs
Travis Zachery and Bernard
Rambert. Zachery scored on a one
yard run on the Tigers opening
drive of the second half, and
Rambert capped the scoring with
another one-yard run in the
fourth scoring. Aaron Hunt also
added a 41-yard field goal in the
second quarter.

Sports Brief
Redshirt Marcus Houskin,
who made his first career
start at free safety last
Saturday against Wofford,
has been lost for the season
due to a broken neck. The
injury was suffered during
the second quarter of
Clemson's 38-14 win over
Wofford on Saturday.
"This is certainly a big
loss. Marcus was really
improving and had moved
into the starting lineup," said
Head Coach Tommy Bowden.
"I have been lucky in the
past in that we hadn't had
many players lost for the season. But this is the third player we have lost since the
beginning of practice, and all
three are starters and key
players."
Bowden said that Eric
Meekins, who started the first
game at free safety against
Central Florida, will move
back to the starting lineup.
Freshman Travis Pugh, will
move into the backup role
behind Meekins. Pugh did
not play in the first two
games of the season.

Terrorism
I was at my apartment when I
heard. My mom called and told
me, I turned on the TV, and then
went into prayer for the families as
quick as possible.
This is the worst thing I have
ever seen in my life. How graphic
the scenes are, to know that those
people were trapped in there, and
the only thing I could do was hit
my knees and start praying. This
totally make you feel that football
is not very important. We take
this game so seriously, practice so
hard, and think it's so important,
but this puts everything back in
Eerspective, humbles you, and
rings you back down to earth.
This is real life; people died, and all
we can do is pray.
Wofford
They came out playing hard,
flying around like we knew they
would. That is a really good team
that does great things offensively
and defensively. We are happy to
get out of here with a win. Right
now we need to correct some mental mistakes we're making on
offense, and if we get those corrected, then we'll be in good shape.
I thought our offense stayed
together and built some continuity
out there, we stuck with fundamentals, and did some things out
there that enabled us to win the
ball game. I thought all five of us
up front played pretty solid all day.
We played hard, you can't doubt
our effort. And win or lose, like
Coach Bowden says, if you make
mistakes, you have to make them
full speed.
JJ. McKelvey
JJ. was huge. He makes plays in
practice all the time. We knew he
had the capabilities to do what he
did Saturday. When you have your
first breakthrough game, that is
going to permeate how you play all
year. I'm happy as I can be for JJ.
right now. He's one of
those guys who is
upbeat, positive,
working hard.
This is one of
the
games
that you can't
look at the
scoreboard.
You have to
play
hard (
every play,
because
you know
they are coming
hard.
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UPCOMING SCHEDULE
Volleyball

vs. Florida State, Friday, 7 p.m.
Football
vs. Duke, rescheduled
Women'sSoccer
vs. FSUj Sunday, 2 p.m.
Volleyball
vs. Wake Forest, Tuesday, 7p.m

ATHLETES
REACT TO
TRAGEDY

Football game postponed

From ESPN.com
"It's a feeling of complete
despair. You're angry. You're
scared. You're in shock. And
you're pissed off. For years, people took it for granted we'd
never have a tragedy of this
magnitude on American soil.
It's a completely sad day for the
victims — and everybody."
—New York Mets C Mike
Piazza, who was in Pittsburgh
during the attacks (Pittsburgh
Post-Gazette)
"It's ridiculous how somebody
can do something like that. It's
absolutely insane. There are a
lot of people that should worry
about what's going to happen
from here. They say it's the
biggest attack on United States
soil since Pearl Harbor. That's
scary. When there has never
been a terrorist attack of this
magnitude, you have to wonder
how much the United States
can take and what kind of
actions it can take from here."
—Philadelphia Flyers C
Jeremy Roenick, whose friend
escaped from the second floor
of World Trade Center's north
tower
"It's very petty to even think
about playing a baseball game
at this point.... Thousands of
lives have been lost. I'd imagine
we'll take swift action to find
out who did this. I think everybody is focused on that and not
something as unimportant as a
few September baseball games."
—Atlanta Braves 3B Chipper
Jones, who watched televised
reports from his home in
Alpharetta, Ga.
"It was scary, it was 10:45 (a.m.)
and the hotel security knocked
on my door and said the hotel
was being evacuated. I was running down the stairs. My heart
was racing. You're thinking all
kinds of things really. Then you
see the rest of the guys in the
parking lot. It was real quiet. It's
a very ugly situation ... the
realm of baseball is very
insignificant right now."
—Toronto Blue Jays reliever
Dan Plesac, who was forced to
evacuate the the team hotel in
Baltimore (Toronto Star)
"The country is in mourning,
and we are the country's entertainment. I don't know if the
country wants to be entertained right now."
-Pittsburgh Steelers RB
Jerome Bettis, on whether the
NFL should play Sunday
"I (went) out to get coffee
and walked out on 42nd Street.
I could see the smoke and both
towers were still up. I went
another block or two and people were standing in the street,
looking down there. And then
you just heard, 'Oh, my goodness!' and all of a sudden the
whole tower just collapsed. All
those poor people. It was hard
to watch."
—Chicago White Sox
bullpen coach Art Kusnyer
(The Chicago Tribune)

DAN CONZAUEZ/phoro editor

EMPTY SEATS: For thefirst time since the assassination of President Kennedy in November of 1963, a Clemsonfootball game has been cancelled.
This is only the second, time this has happened in Tigerrfoo
football
'
history.

► Clemsonfootball players
will, not run down the Hill
come Saturday.
BO GlLLOOLY

assistant sports editor
"All ACC athletic events
through Saturday are postponed,"
announced ACC commissioner
John Swofford on Wednesday.
The action is the result of the
catastrophic terrorist -attacks in
New York and Washington on
Tuesday.
" It is the opinion of our conference members that this will allow
for an appropriate period of reflection and respect for those many
people who have been impacted by
the tragic events that took place
yesterday. A good case can be made
for playing or not playing the

games this Saturday," said Swofford. Clemson Athletic Director Bobby
"Our schools thoroughly discussed Robinson. There were two main
the situation on their own campus- concerns in the debate of to play or
es and with each other and voted not to play. The first was that the
unanimously to postpone all ath- ACC didn't want to appear as if it
letic events through Saturday. We were disrespecting or drawing
are praying for the safety, health attention away from those involved
and recovery of all of our fellow in this tragedy in any way. The
Americans."
other was that even if they decided
This is just the second time in to play, could the teams get to
history that Clemson has been where they needed to play with
involved in a game that has been . travel concerns what they are?
postponed. Clem son's November
Reaction around the Clemson
23,1963 football game with South campus was unanimous in its supCarolina was postponed due to the port for the decision.
death of former President John F.
"The people what made the
Kennedy. That game was resched- decision are a lot more qualified
uled for the following Thursday, than I am," said Coach Tommy
Thanksgiving Day. The only, two Bowden. "I think the conference
dates available for a makeup with has made a good decision in postDuke are Nov. 24 and Dec. I, poning the game because it honors
Neither one has been finalized but the victims and their families. My
will probably be announced some- position is to support theirs."
time next week according to
Even the players admitted that,

as much as they loved playing football, this weekend should be a time
of prayer and reflection.
"This attack makes you feel that
football is just not very important,"'
said offensive lineman Will
Merritt. "We take this game so seriously, practice so hard, and think
it's so important, but this puts
everything in perspective, humbles
you, and brings you back down to
earth. This is real life, people died,
and all we can do is pray"
With the world's attention
drawn to the United States and this
terrible tragedy, a football game
this weekend might have trouble
garnering people's attention.
"I was in class when somebody
told me and I was shocked like
everybody else," commented linebacker Chad Carson. "I think the
ACC made a good decision because
SEE ACC, PAGE 12

Sports cancelled in wake of northeast crisis
► The sports world stops as
the nation mourns the loss
of terrorist victims.
HOLLI ARMSTRONG

sports editor

Like the rest of the nation, the

sporting world came to a halt to
mourn the innocent people who
lost their lives in New York,
Washington,
D.C.,
and
Pennsylvania. The destruction of
the World Trade Center and
Pentagon left Americans searching for safety and floundering for
a sense of normalcy.
Security experts felt the cancellation of games was an appropriate response, while others saw
it as a mistake. Conference calls
went out on Wednesday trying to
decide if football games should
proceed as planned. As of
Tuesday night, the Pac 10 postponed all of their weekend contests. The SEC decided to play its
games, so the much anticipated
Tennessee vs. Florida game will

go on. The ACC unanimously
decided to postpone all conference matchups.
After all, it is just a game.
Michael Jordan's return to
basketball, Barry Bonds' home
run quest, and Clemson football
success are at the moment
insignificant.
For now at least, winning and
losing does not seem to matterjustice and safety do.
When the public is ready, they
will return to stadiums, but some
may choose to stay at home and
watch the action on television.
Who is to say this same act of
cowardice could not occur at a
ball park?
"You can't stop terrorism,"
Barry Horvitz who has worked
safety control at various sporting
events told ESPN. "You can only
prepare to deal with it after it's
already happened."
At the present time, the best
teams can do is' to install metal
detectors at gates, but there is the
chance than individuals carrying guns or bombs could sneak

right through.
One doe's not have to look far
back for an example of terrorism
at a sporting event. In 1996, the
city of Atlanta, Ga., spent
approximately $303 million on
security measures alone for the
summer Olympics. This was the
largest security effort launched
by the United States for a peacetime event. Over 30,000 police
officers, private security guards,
military personnel and FBI were
on hand. Even with all these precautions, a bomb went off in
Centennial Park.
In stadiums like Turner Field,
which was expecting 35,000 for
Tuesday's game, officials do not
know how they can assure fans.
An even bigger threat-exists in
college towns, like Clemson,
where as many as 90,000 fans
can pack into a small area.
"I don't see sports as a target in
the future, but it could be
because there are types of individuals looking to make a stateSEE

HALT, PAGE 13
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ANOTHER DAY: Major professional
leagues across the nation post- ■
poned games.
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Students find a way to cope with tragedy at panel •
E.

KELLY LEACH

dent Gary Kirby decided to call an
opening panel discussion on
One of America's oldest mottos, Wednesday, Sept. 12, called
"Don't tread on me," was violated "Understanding Our Crisis," sponin the most serious of contexts sored by the student governement.
when terrorists attacked two of The panel was comprised of peothe nation's most iconic symbols ple who represented different
on Tuesday. Shaking not only the aspects of the universtiy to help
structures of the bulidings them- better put the tragedy into perselves, Americans that sat and spective, and included University
watched could only gape in horror President Jim Barker, political scias the World Trade Center col- ence department chair Marty
lapsed in a heap of dust and smoke Slann, ROTC Col. Sandy Edge,
from the damage it sustained University Police Chief Lonnie
when two planes hijacked by ter- Saxon and George Jones of counrorists collided into it. Soon after, seling and pyschological services.
the Pentagon suffer immense dam- It was moderated by Dean of
age when another plane crashed Students Joy Smith.
down.
The objective of the panel was
Franklin Delano Roosevelt pro-, to discuss what the crisis meant to
claimed Dec. 7, 1941, as "a date students and American citizens
which will live in infamy." To that alike, and to answer any unanend, September 11, 2001, will most swered questions and offer any
likely be remembered in the same sort of knowledge those present
context for our generation, who have gained from experience with
has not ever witnessed a level of dealing past matters.
this kind of atrocity.
Dr. Marty Slann, the chair of the
To this end, student body presi- political science department, was
TimeOut Editor

able to offer a perspective on terrorism in general. An ancient phenomenon that dates back 2 1/2
thousand years, terrorism personifies a philosophy that advocates
violence as a means of resolving
issues.
"People who are terrorists are
not interested in terms such as
'compromise,' 'negotiation' and
'reasonable settlements.'" Slann
commented.
Terrorism is getting worse, particularly since the end of the cold
war, because the old Soviet Union
controlled terrorism in a rather
ruthless fashion. This, however,
does not mean that we should call
the old Soviet Union back to
action. According to Slann, the
objective of terrorism is to create a
sense of fear and reduce confidence in the government.
"Terrorists know that when
something horrific happens in a
city that is normally peaceful or in
an entire country that takes security and freedom for granted, 280

million americans will take
notice," he said.
By attacking familiar institutions of the World Trade Center,
the White House and the
Pentagon, places that we all
respect, they have made a very
deadly point.
Slann considers the terrorism
that occurred on Sept. 11 to be a
"new evolutionary stage of terrorism," which has greatly changed
from previous terrorist belief of
killing a few a few people to
incense the greater crowd. In
accordance with most philosophy,
Slann called this the "the worst terrorist act in history" and unfortunately, he didn't foresee this ending
soon. In fact, with such an act of
terrorism getting such publicity,
Slann fears the likely probabilty
that other terrorists will try and
attack as well.
The riding issue Clemson students are struggling with is that of
national defense and the current
events.
Col. Sandy Edge, an alumni of
Clemson and ROTC, is a 28-year
veteran of the air force in special
operations and has spent the last
four years at Clemson. Edge
stressed that national security is in
all parts of the United States military, who take their direct orders
for the Commander-in-Chief who
is President Bush. He is confident
about the welfare of the country
and stresses that the our intelligence both here and in space, redefines the terms state-of-the-art.
"If and when the call comes,"
Edge commented, "there will be a
message delivered in this world."
One of the problems the US
will have to deal with is that our
military assets and resources were
so primed to help other countries,
. it will take a change in our attitudes and forces to redirect those
energies to defend ourselves and
take a course of action when it is
decided. Intelligence information
and what the government chooses
to tell the country has been a hotly
debated issue since the attack, but
Edge firmly supports the
Secretary of Defenses stance of
what is being released, and to
whom it shall be released to.
"I don't think we'll ever see a
draft again," commented Edge.
Chief Lonnie Saxon addressed
Clemson security issues that concern this campus and discussed
safety issues on a local level. As
usual, there are police officers,
both uniformed and not uniformed patroling the campus.
Saxon warns not to be too quick
to declare war on anyone just yet,
and we should ban together as a
campus and a country. More
importantly, especially with the
size of the campus, we should be
also respectful to the foreign students that attend the campus, as
they are also sharing this time of
grief.
Saxon was quick to point out
that safety here on campus should
not be a concern.
"You are secure here in
Clemson. I'm in touch with the
FBI, and nearly everybody in the
world has called and we're talking
about all the events that have happened, so believe me, we're in good
shape," commented Saxon.
He also stressed that the students should focus on the issues at
hand nationally, and continue on
their daily schedule. As for the fire
department, he feels as though
they have a comprehensive grasp
on security as well.
"Usually we're prepared for a
disaster," he said, "So we're prepared-we're always prepared. In
this business you have to be."
Jim Barker, the University's
president, shared thoughts about
what this issue means to Clemson.
"A great university claims
responsibilty for both the head
and the heart," was the quote of the

night as President Barker
addressed the disaster at hand.
He acknowledged that how the
university addressed this tragedy
would define the community for
some time. Moreover, while he did
discuss the events that had
occurred
in
New
York,
Washington,
D.C.,
and
Pennsylvania, Barker's main topics
discussed Clemson as a whole, and
the decisions that had resulted
from Tuesday's affairs.
The main issue was the proposition of classes being cancelled.
According to Barker, he determined that it would benefit people
to gather and talk about the issue
at hand. Also, he felt that it would
be deferential to staff members if
they handled the commencement
of their own classses.
Though it is a difficult judgment for faculty members, the
decision of cancelling their own
classes, difficult decisions are
made on a daily basis. On the
other hand, sports events and
other leisure activities were cancelled due to the fact it seemed
inappropriate to be holding such
"entertainment" activites.
"The decision of the cancellation of the social, athletic competitions and picnics we had planned
■ seems to be consistent with the
idea of respect of the situation that
we are in," Barker said.
In addition, he also requested
that American students be
respectful to the foreign students
that represent over 80 countries.
"Their lives have been forever
changed," Barker said, "but they
are as far from home as possible."
The game on Saturday against
Duke was another difficult decision. After consulting the ACC
and Duke, it was decided that no
game would be played this weekend. The exact day of the make-up
game has not yet be decided.
In regards to what should be
done, "One suggestion," said
Barker, "is to display the largest
American flag we can find on
Bowman Field or in Death Valley."
Barker stressed again, since we
are not engaging in competition,
that our main concern is to show
respect for those who perished in
this horrible incident. He encourages suggestions of what we
should do in place of the football
game on this weekend. Things will
return as they were before the travesty on Monday.
Lastly, George Jones spoke on
behalf of psychological services
that are offered to students during
this time of crisis, and how best to
deal with personal stress. He
offerred Clemson's support services, as well as the availability of
ministers and churches.
"The students have never gone
through an experience like this,"
said Jones.
He also stressed that it was
important not to take out anger on
any foreign students. "Rely on your
friends and the services that
Clemson is offering as a resource."
As flags fly at half-mast, and
activities are cancelled, it is important to remember your roots and
rely on friends that are close to
you. Clemson is just as much a victim of these attacks as the rest of
the country. School faculty and
officials realize the brutality of
this event. There will be a memorial service at a later date to be
determined to those who were lost
in the attacks.
"Every generation has a defining moment, such as the Kennedy
assasination or the Vietnam war,"
commented Dr. Slan. "This was the
defining moment for all of you,
because it is with this you will
remember this for the rest of your
live. You are going to remember
where you were and what you were doing when the terrorists
struck."
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September 14September 21

Friday

satunday

Sunday

monday

tuesdau

Wednesday

thursday

11 AM - KATIE

7 PM - MIKE
BONEY

3 PM - MATT BARR
AND RORY RILEY

9 AM - NILANKA
SENEVIRATNE

1 AM - BRIAN
BUCKLEY

1 AM - ROB MOTHER

1 AM - CODY
CHANCE

9 PM - JACK

5 PM - RYAN
PHILLIPS

11 AM - NATHAN
KRIEG

9 AM - JANELLE
LIPSCOMB

1 PM - BRYAN K.
SMITH

1 PM - BRIAN
BUCKLEY

7 PM - "THE
PROTOGRESSIVE
SHOW" WITH JOE
DELLA FERRA

1 PM - LEE
SCHNEIDER

11 AM - WILL BETZ

3 PM - THOMY
GIBBONS

3 PM - JOEY
MCGUINESS

5 PM - TIM FUCHS

7 PM - "SONS OF
THUNDER" WITH
PHIL TOWNSEND
AND NATE
CARBAUGH

JONES AND
ELIZABETH
G0UDEL0CK1 PM
NICK MAGANINI

BERNO

3 PM - MIKE
SIMMONS

9 PM - AMA
WERTZ AND ADAM
SNIDER

5 PM - BRANDON
MORGAN
7 PM - "FRIDAYZ"
WITH JEFF KING,
MIKE BONEY, AND
JACK BERNO

* ALL SHOWS RUN

11 PM - JAMAAL
COLLINS - REGGAE

FOR 2 HOURS
EXCEPT-FOR
"FRIDAYZ" WHICH
RUNS FOR 4

3 PM - BOBBY
CONGDON
6 PM - NEWS/TALK
7 PM - "MELLOW
MOODS ROOTS
MUSIC: BOOGIE
DOWN SWAMP DIP"
WITH CAPTAIN DON
MORGAN, THE
BLUESMAN
9 PM - MATT
CRISLER

HOURS FRIDAY
NIGHT FROM 7-11

11 PM - JEFF
BANDY AND MATT
SIMPSON

PM.

1 PM - RYAN
FINNIE
3 PM - ERIC
RODGERS
5 PM - TODD
CANTRELL
7 PM - "NASTY
HABITS" WITH
KYLE WINSLOW HARDCORE
9 PM - "THE WILD
SIDE" WITH RICK
MCBRIDE - ROCK N
ROLL
H PM - PATRICK
MILLS

7 PM - ROTATING
SPECIALTY SHOW THIS WEEK (9/12):
BRANDON MORGAN
WITH A LOOK AT
THE WORK OF LOU
REED
9 PM"CRUNCHY'S
REVENGE" WITH
RYAN ORENDORF
AND THOMPSON
MEFFORD - HIPPIE/FOLK

9 PM - BROOKE
MARSH
11 PM - MIKE
TREHY

11 PM - LINDSAY
WHITESIDE

clemson cable
network
http://ccn.clemsDn.edu
channel ID

September 14September 21

Telephone: B5G-IZZG
E-msil: ccnlffclemsQn.edu

Friday
12:00 AM-CCn
ORIGINAL
PRODUCTIONS
1:00 AM-PANIC
3:00 AM -BEDAZZLED

Saturday

Sunday

monday

tUEsday

Wednesday

thursday

12:00 AM - CCN
ORIGINAL
PRODUCTIONS

12:00 AM - CCN
ORIGINAL PRODUCTIONS

12:00 AM - CCN
ORIGINAL
PRODUCTIONS

12:00 AM-CCN ORIGINAL
PRODUCTIONS

12:00 AM-CCN ORIGINAL
PRODUCTIONS

12:00 AM -CCN
ORIGINAL PRODUCTIONS

1:00 AM-PERMANENT
MIDNIGHT

1:00 AM-X-MEN

1:00 AM-BEDAZZLED

1:00AM -COURAGE
UNDER FIRE

B-nn AM-RFqillFM
FOR A DREAM

3:00 AM DUNGEONS &
DRAGONS

7:00 AM-QUILLS

5:00 AM -THE CELL

10:00 AM-COURAGE
UNDER FIRE
12:00 PM-CCN RADIO
SPOT
2:00 PM-THE BOILER
ROOM
4:00 PM-CCN RADIO
SPOT
5:00 PM-DUDE,
WHERE'S MY CAR
7:00 PM-CCN
ORIGINAL
PRODUCTIONS
9:00 PM-CAST AWAY

7:00 AM - PUMP UP
THE VOLUME

1:00AM -REQUIEM
FOR A DREAM
3:00 AM - PUMP UP
THE VOLUME
5:00AM -BEDAZZLED
7:00 AM - DUDE,
WHERE'S MY CAR
9:00AM -PANIC

1:00 AM - DUDE,
WHERE'S MY CAR
3:00 AM PERMANENT
MIDNIGHT
5:00 AM - THE BEACH
7:00 AM - CAST AWAY

3:00 AM-PANIC
5:00 AM-QUILLS
8:00 AM-BEDAZZLED

11:00 AM-COURAGE
UNDER FIRE

12:00 PM-CCN RADIO
SPOT

11:00 AM-AUSTIN
POWERS 2

1:00 PM-PUMP UP THE
VOLUME

2:00 PM-DUDE,
WHERE'S MY CAR

3:00 PM-CCN RADIO
SPOT

4:00 PM-CCN RADIO
SPOT

5:00 PM-PANIC

5:00 PM-REQUIEM FOR
A DREAM

1:00 PM - COURAGE
UNDER FIRE

12:00 PM - CCN
RADIO SPOT

1:00 PM - AUSTIN
POWERS 2

3:00 PM - CCN RADIO
SPOT

2:00 PM BEDAZZLED

5:00 PM - RUSH HOUR

3:00PM -CCN
RADIO SPOT

7:00 PM - CCN ORIGINAL
PRODUCTIONS

4:00 PM - CCN
RADIO SPOT

7:00 PM-CCN ORIGINAL
PRODUCTIONS

5:00 PM - LITTLE
NICKY

9:00 PM ■ QUILLS

5:00 PM - PUMP UP
THE VOLUME

9:00 PM-CAST AWAY

7:00 PM - CCN
ORIGINAL
PRODUCTIONS
9:00 PM - THIRTEEN
DAYS

7:00 PM - CCN
ORIGINAL
PRODUCTIONS
9:00 PM - THIRTEEN
DAYS

7:00 AM-THIRTEEN DAYS

8:00 AM-PERMANENT
MIDNIGHT
10:00 AM-CCN RADIO
SPOT

10:00 AM DUNGEONS &
DRAGONS

11:00AM -THE
BEACH

5:00 AM-PUMP UP THE
VOLUME

3:00 AM -THE CELL
5:00 AM-THIRTEEN DAYS

10:00 AM-THE BEACH

10:00 AM-CCN RADIO
SPOT

11:00 AM - PERMANENT
MIDNIGHT

9:00 AM PERMANENT
MIDNIGHT

3:00 AM -COURAGE
UNDER FIRE

7:00 PM-CCN ORIGINAL
PRODUCTIONS
9:00 PM-MEN OF HONOR

1:00 PM-PANIC
3:00 PM-CCN RADIO
SPOT
5:00 PM-PERMANENT
MIDNIGHT
7:00 PM-CCN ORIGINAL
PRODUCTIONS
9:00 PM-QUILLS
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VMAs are usual display
of immaturity in action
EX.

RENEDO

staff writer

Last Thursday night, the
MTV generation gathered to
watch the. music station's
yearly tribute to excess, bad
taste, and poor (but lucrative)
musicianship better known
as the 2001 Video Music
Awards.
America's favorite teenybopping stars turned out for
the fans in their blingblingingest, barely there outfits designed to dazzle the
lowest common denominator.
Some of the top winners
this year were Fatboy Slim,
'NSYNC, and the happy hookers of 'Lady Marmalade.'
The evening also took on a
sad tone as artists and fans
honored the memory of a fallen star, Aaliyah who died
recently in a plane crash.
Host Jamie Foxx had the difficult job of keeping the mood
high in spite of this tragedy.
Taken all together, the
show was a success (if you
like that sort of thing). So, for
all of you who missed out on
this mind-numbing pop
extravaganza, I've taken the
time to compile a run-down
of some of the highlights and
lowlights of this years VMAs.
Fashion

What MTV awards show
would be complete without
some wacky outfits and coiffures for us to laugh at in ten
years or so?
Perhaps one of the worst
faux pas in history was committed by none other than the
zany Macy Gray From head
to toe, she was draped in selfSromotional tackiness; her
ress reading: "My new album
drops Sept. 18, 2001." She
accessorized this capitalistic
masterpiece with a white
marshmallow hat embroidered with fuchsia flowers.
One is left wondering simply
what could she have been
thinking?
Next up on the list is Pink.
Her choices extended beyond
bad and distasteful and
delved into the realm of
pathetic. Her clothes didn't
even make sense. Take, for
example,
the
athletic
pants/sheer bodysuit combination. This in itself is bad
enough to be sent to fashion
jail for the rest of her natural
life, but Pink had to go a step
further, adding a fire engine
red hat fit for a pimp and half
a halter top reading: "Call me,
Debbie!"
Destiny's Child was also
guilty of a major fashion violation. They looked as if a
country western bar and the
Kool Aid factory exploded all
over them.
The clothes this year
weren't all bad, though, just
mostly. One notable exception was Gwen Stefani. A
perennial individual, Gwen
went her own way with her
wardrobe and came out looking comfortable, unique, and
stylish. Her 1940's style hairdo was quite creative and
matched surprisingly well
with her otherwise urban
style.
Winners

The Best Video of the Year
Award went to Christina
Aguilera, L'il Kim, Mya, Pink,
and Missy Elliott for their
video for 'Lady Marmalade'.
They beat out such heavyweights as U2, Eminem (who
won this award last year for
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'The Real Slim Shady'), Fatboy
SlimjanetJackson, and Missy
Elliott (nominated alone for
Get Ur Freak On').
The Best Male Video Award
went to Moby for his song
'South Side' (featuring Gwen
Stefani). Among his competition was: Lenny Kravitz,
Robbie Williams, Eminem,
and Nelly.
Eve, along with Gwen
Stefani, took the Best Female
Video Award for 'Let Me Blow
Your Mind', vanquishing
opponents such as Madonna,
Janet Jackson, Missy Elliott,
Dido, and Jennifer Lopez.
Rounding out some of the
other awards are 'NSYNC
with 'Pop' for Best Group
Video, Nelly with 'Ride Wit
Me' for Best Rap Video, Limp
Bizkit's 'Rollin" for Best Rock
Video, and Alicia Keys with
Tallin" for Best New Artist.
Performances

The show featured musical
performances
by
Missy
Elliott, Alicia Keys, 'NSYNC,
Jay-z, Staind, Ja Rule and
Jennifer Lopez, and Britney
Spears, among others, as well
as comedy sketches from Will
Ferrell, Andy Dick, Chris
Kattan and Julia Stiles, and
Triumph, the Insult Comic
Doe.
One of the biggest surprises of the evening was Michael
Jackson's guest appearance
with 'NSYNC in the performance of their latest single
'Pop'.
This milestone represented
the first time Michael Jackson
performed in front of a U.S.
audience in several years.
Although Jackson did not
sing, the crowd was wowed
with his classic, often-imitated footwork.
A giant Etch-A-Sketch in
the middle of the stage
spelled out the words "King of
Pop," and then drew a silhouette of Jackson. The giant toy
was then elevated, revealing
the King himself to massive
applause.
Debatably the best live performance of the show was
Missy Elliot's Get Your Freak
On'/ Minute Man' medley.
A giant bust of Missy herself from which Nelly
Furtado emerged for her guest
appearance, added style and
pizzazz to the already masterful performance. Ludacris
and Trina also joined in, and
the whole performance was
dedicated to their friend
Aaliyah.
My personal favorite comic
performance came from a
hand puppet.
Triumph, the Insult Comic
Dog of Conan O'Brien fame,
focused his harshly witty
style of humor on a less than
impressed Carson Daly. Daly
was unable to be gracious or
self-deprecating about the
slanderous but good-natured
stabs taken at nim by the
crude pup, which made the
jokes even funnier, more cutting and more awkward than
intended.
That about sums up the
best and worst of MTV's 2001
Video Music Awards show.
There is a lot more to it
(snakes, interpretive dance,
Kid Rock and Pamela Lee: a
match made in trailer park
heaven (and lots more bad
taste for example), but if you
want to see that it looks like,
you will have to watch one of
the thousands of upcoming
encore performances.
Happy viewing!
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Eatery may soon be tradition
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It's nice to be LIKED
but it's more FUN
to be ENVIED
www.HairPlaySalcm.com

timeout senior staff writer
It is small, and it doesn't advertise much, but Ancheaux's sure
can draw a crowd. Recently, business has been booming at this
Clemson favorite. Over the past
couple of years, with some smart
business decisions, Ancheaux's
has become a popular lunchtime
eatery for students and professors
alike.
Ancheaux's, for those who
don't know, is located on Tiger
Boulevard next to the men's store,
across the street from the BB&T
bank. Prior to the eatery taking
over the premises in May of 1999,
the building was Bell's Jewelers, a
Clemson tradition for 30 years.
Once Bell's relocated, Ancheaux's
moved in. It would turn out to be
one of the smartest decisions
Steve Singleton, the owner, ever
made. This downtown location
was part of an expansion move.
The original Ancheaux's
Eatery was located on Highway
123 and had been established in
May of the year before.
The original restaurant was
initially the idea of Singleton's
wife, who is from Louisiana. To
bring a splash of Cajun culture to
Clemson, the original Ancheaux's
was opened. A year later, the second restaurant downtown was
opened again due to family influence. Singleton's nephew, John, a
lover of burritos, convinced
Uncle Steve that the menu should
expand, and, as a result, so did the
business.
Anyone who has been in
Ancheaux's knows that the spice
is just right for those careful of the
level of heat in their food. The
level of fire in your food is for the
most part left to the customer and
can be accomplished by using an
array of hot sauces that the
restaurant provides. It is the
whole idea behind the hot pepper
that gave the restaurant it's name.
Ancha is a type of hot pepper.
With a little Cajun twist,
Ancheaux's was produced.
Unfortunately, the heat was
too much for the double location
business, and Ancheaux's had to
consolidate to just the downtown
restaurant this last year.
The reason for this move, says
Ancheaux's manager Heather
Venable, is that "the same name
on a restaurant in the same town
competes against itself."
Heather is a
Clemson
University graduate with a double major in Political Science and
English and, according to her, this
move was not a bad one —business has been going up, up, up.
The move was also made to
encourage more students to partake in Ancheaux's fare. In fact,
more students were drawn to
Ancheaux's, but so were a surpris-

ing number of professors and professionals.
Needless to say,
Ancheaux's was pleasantly surprised and has welcomed the
increase in business. Lunchtime
now consists^of a flood of store
owners, bank tellers, professors
and students.
Of course, not all students
have been pleased with some of
the decisions made. Shortly after
the move, management decided
that they would stop serving quesadillas. For those angry students
wondering why, the answer is an
issue of consistency. The lack of
size consistency in the product
led to customer complaints, in
addition to a loss of money.
This cut to the menu was
short-lived, however, as people
produced an even bigger outcry
with the removal of the item altogether. The quesadillas are back,
but with some limitations. They
are now only made at night from
5:00 p.m. to 8:00 p.m. due to the
rush of lunchtime business and
each quesadilla is made by a manager to ensure quality.
Another management decision that put kinks in some students' systems was the removal of
the "Question of the Day" for a
free drink. Unfortunately, this
tradition is not coming back. It
was removed because people
would spend more time worrying
about their answer than they
would ordering and the line
would end up out the door.
Business was held up, and customers would get angry.
The ambiance of the restaurant, though simple, is pleasant
and purely Clemson. Clemson
sports pictures and paraphernalia
adorn the walls, and the tabletops
are an original invention. Old
articles were pulled from the
archives, copied, and used as
interesting decoupage for the
tabletops.
' As Danny Phillips, a senior in
Wildlife Biology, said, "Nothing
beats good food and reading old
Clemson sports news."
Ancheaux's, although fairly
new to the area, will hopefully
become a Clemson tradition.
Business is on the rise, and not
many can argue that the decisions made by Steve Singleton
and management have not been
smart. They hold a lot of vision
for the future.
If you are looking for a good
meal, try Ancheaux's out. For
those who don't get excited about
Cajun cuisine, don't worry; not
everything on the menu is Cajun
based. They have everything
from burgers to burritos to soup
and sandwiches. Ancheaux's
Eatery is open from 11:0.0 a.m. to
8:00 p.m. Monday through
Saturday.

Potraks for
the
2001
YearBook will be taken
September 24 - 28 from
11 -6 PM on the 3 rd Floor of
the Hendrix Center.
Seniors must take an appointment
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Sexually Transmitted Diseases know no prejudice, and you could be next
NlKKO GARNTO

staff writer
Your college years are supposed
to be the best years ever, right? Years
of unexpected experiences, less
restriction, more freedom, and new
relationships (and roommate-toroommate relationships are not in
the running). Where else can you
have such an availability of the
opposite sex? College is full of
"social gatherings" that help you
relieve the stresses of that chemistry
or astronomy class that you just
aren't getting.
As one sophomore said, "It's hard
to stay focused in college because it
is so new and exciting." Many people go to these gatherings with the
intentions of taking a break, being
social, or just forgetting about that
unfamiliar music appreciation test
they took the day before. But sometimes, these platonic intentions turn
into serious dilemmas.
A little too much of whatever
you had the night before can really
make you forget about your college
grades. These apathetic emotions
sometime outweigh your smart
decisions, and you end up not
knowing very much about that person you met last night. Since college
can be so fresh and unfamiliar at
times, you have to be careful with
your decisions.
The people that you are now
coming in contact with are not the
same people from high school that
you went to kindergarten with.
Everyone that you meet has his or
her own background and experi■ ences that you cannot begin to comprehend in one or two gatherings.
And asking for information on
someone is not always effective. So,
everyone must be aware of what he
or she does in his or her spare time
with unfamiliar acquaintances.
On a serious note, it is very easy
to make the decision of "moving too
fast" in college. As the famous song
quotes, many college students are
"looking for love in all the wrong
places."
Relationships, for many, are hurried and emotionally unfulfilled.
Two-thirds of the American population who acquire sexually transmitted diseases are under the age of 25.
And for the majority of you reading
this article, you are this category.
Scary, isn't it?
The Director of Health education at Redfern, Parvin Lewis, was
extremely open about everything
she knows about STDs, or STIs as
she calls them (sexually transmitted infections). As it turned out,
there are no statistics solely on
Clemson and its STDs. However, age
categories are how statistical information is received.
Lewis commented on the fact
that "many students will not report
his or her potential diseases to the
college which they attend."
Presently, there are more than 20
sexually transmitted diseases that
affect over 13 million Americans.
With the increasing amounts of
people engaging in non-monogamous relationships, many diseases
are spreading. A treshman remarks,
"STDs should be a major concern for
everyone in today's society."
The most common sexually
transmitted diseases in college are
chlamydia, genital herpes, HPV and
molluscum. Three of these STDs
presently have no cure.
Sexually transmitted diseases, or
infections, are divided into bacterial, (those that can be cured), and
viral (those that can only be treated
and not cured). Bacterial STDs can
be cured with some type of antibiotic. Those infections include
chlamydia, gonorrhea, and syphilis.
Viral STDs can be treated to prevent
spreading, but not to eliminate.
Those include HPV (genital warts),
Hepatitis B, molluscum and HIV,
just to name a few.
Lewis points out that "anyone
who engages in risky conduct or
risky behavior is susceptible to a
sexually transmitted infection."
The most prevalent STD on college campuses is the "silent epidem-

ic" of chlamydia.
Many students are unfamiliar
with this particular disease. With
chlamydia, there are no initial
symptoms. Chlamydia, like all
STDs, is spread through direct skin
or sexual contact with semen, vaginal, or anal fluids. Later, chlamydia
symptoms in women include pelvic
pain, bleeding between periods,
unusual discharge, or pain during
sex. Just for the record, about 4 million people are annually infected
with chlamydia.
If untreated, this STD can lead to
pelvic inflammatory disease (PID)
which can cause infertility. In men,
epididymitis, a painful swelling of
the tubes that transport sperm, can
develop.
The Human Papillomavirus
(HPV), an STI, has no cure. So once
you contract this STI, you will be
able to control the breakouts, but
HPV will not go away. Contraction
involves hand-to-genital as well as
genital-to-genital transmission. If
left untreated, HPV can lead to cancer of the cervix or cancer of the
penis.
Herpes is a common viral STI. It
affects about 40 million Americans
each year. That turns out to be
500,000 annual infectious cases.
Symptoms include small, painful
blisters and sores that develop into
scabs. Any form of sexual contact
will pass herpes from one to anoth-

er.
Molluscum contagiosum is
another common STI found on college campuses. Molluscum is a viral
infection passed through skin-toskin contact.
Other bacterial infections, such
as gonorrhea and syphilis, are present in colleges as well.
Gonorrhea, often referred to as
"the clap," is similar to the chlamydia. Women usually have no symptoms, but abdominal and urination
pain, along with heavy periods, can
develop over time.
Men experience a thick dischargeas a result of "the clap." Over
400,000 cases of gonorrhea are
reported each year to the Center for
Disease and Prevention Control
(CDC).
Another bacterial STD is
syphilis. It occurs in three stages.
The primary stage involves a painless ulcer (chancre). Secondary
stage includes rashes or lymph node
swelling.
And the late stage
includes vascular and neurological
damage involving brain, spinal,
skin, or bone damages. Untreated
syphilis could lead to paralysis,
mental problems, heart damage,
blindness, and even death.
Hepatitis B is a viral STD. It is
initially symptom-free, but can
later develop liver failure or cancer.
Vaccines are available and should
be utilized.

The virus that causes AIDS is
notoriously known as HIV Human
Immunodeficiency Virus weakens
your body's ability to fight off diseases. As your immune system
weakens, illnesses could take years
to develop. These weaknesses could
be unusual infections, unexplained
fatigue, night sweats, and even
weight loss. There are four stages of
HIV development: infection, symptom-free, early symptoms, and
AIDS. Presently, there are 900,000
Americans infected with HIV.
Unfortunately, a single test can
not be taken for all STIs. There are
over 40 tests ranging from blood
tests, to cultures, and also physical
tests used to determine the severity
ofSTDs. But if you think you may
have a sexually transmitted disease,
do not wait to get tested. Go just to
be safe! It is better to know and
determine how to handle a situation then to not know and be unsafe.
Now that you have some understanding of what types of diseases
are prevalent, let's be realistic in
terms of prevention.
Abstinence is 100% effective in
the fight against STDs and AIDS. A
junior expressed that "many sexually transmitted diseases would be
over with if more people were more
careful with who they were with."
But if that were the decision of
choice, one out of five Americans
would not have a sexually transmit-

ted disease. However, condom usage
tremendously reduces (but does not
eliminate) STIs. MonogarfTous relationships between both partners is
another way to lower risks, given
the fact that the two of you have
been tested.
Refraining from drug and alcohol abuse in intimate situations is
an additional risk reducer because
everyone knows that sober decisions are smarter decisions.
So get yourself tested annually to
ensure your best health, especially if
you choose to engage in "risky
behavior."
Be smart and selective in your
decision making. Make the realization that one night with one partner
may lead to one huge problem. And
if you think you have a problem, get
checked out. Do not think that you
"couldn't get an STD."
Anyone can be-infected with any
disease and or problem at any time
in their lives. There is not just one
STD that everyone has to worry
about these days. ~
Presently, there are a variety of
diseases that affect all walks of life
in the real world as well as in
Clemson, South Carolina.
In a nutshell, think long and
hard before you jump into a situation with someone that you think
you know Because chances are, you
may just get more than what you
bargained for.
^_-
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Latin Fest

"FIGHT CLUB"

8pm Edgar's Pub
A festive evening of
salsa music and
dancing, traditional
food, and prizes

Fri, Sept 14 - 8pm
McKissick Theatre

Chess in Java City
5pm in Cooper Library

Rotating Tournament
7pm Underground

"Princess Bride"

!ji,

Fri, Sept 14 - 8pm
McKissick Theatre
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Spirit Blitz Talent
Showcase

N,aht

4pm Edgar's Pub
Wear your Clemson colors

UPAC General
Meeting

Spirit Blitz Vintage
Tailgate Party

4pm TiUman
Eat cookies and find
out about UPAC

trpflna vODl

Gaming Session at Hendrix
7pm-12am Meeting Rooms A&B

Creating Yourself
short course begins - http://union.clemson.edu/upac/sc

8pm-12am
Edgar's Pub

9pm Edgar's Pub & the Union Courtyard
Vintage Clemson football game shown on big screen

Poetry Night at
Cappuccino's

DJ Willy Dance
Party

9pm Hendrix Center

10pm-2am Edgar's Pub

World of Beers: Lagers"
Short Course - register online

Spirit Week Food Drive & Spirit
Games all Week!

http://www.unlon.clemson.edu/upac/ j

I

"True Fiction"
Playing Live at Edgar's

Phone: 656-UPAC

UNION PROGRAMS &
ACTIVITIES COUNCIL
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WHATSHAPPENING
FRIDAY, SEPT. 7

SATURDAY, SEPT. 8

• Five Way Friday at
the Esso Club $3 cover
11pm
• Dezeray's Hammer at
Wild Wing Cafe,
Greenville Cover $8-10
11:30pm
• Saffire-The Uppity
Blues Women at the
Handlebar, Greenville
$15 cover 9pm
• Damn Yankees at the
Oconee Comm. Theatre.
Show Sept. 7-9, 14-15
8pm

• Exactus (formerly No
Wake) at the Esso Club
POST GAME
• Dave Matthews Cover
Band (DMCB) at the
Handlebar, Greenville
SUNDAY, SEPT. 9
• Surfword at the
Handlebar, Greenville
7:30pm

Handlebar, Greenville $15
cover 8:30pm
THURSDAY, SEPT. 13
• American Chamber
Players at the Brooks
Center FREE 8pm
• Commander Cody &
Lost Planet Airmen
Handlebar, Greenv. $10
9pm
FRIDAY, SEPT. 14
• Cinderella at the
Clemson Little Theatre.
Showing Sept. 14-16, 2123 8pm

WEDNESDAY, SEPT.
12
• Marcia Ball at the

• Dezeray's Hammer at
Magnolia Street Pub,
Spartanburg Cover $8-10
11:30pm• David Lindley &
Wally Ingram at the
Handlebar, Greenville $16
cover 9pm
SATURDAY, SEPT. 15
• Backyard Green at the
Esso Club $4 cover 11pm
• Dezeray's Hammer at
Magnolia Street Pub,
Spartanburg Cover $8-10
11:30pm
• Donna the Buffalo at
the Handlebar, Greenville
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TO LIST EVENTS IN THE
CALENDAR FREE.
CALL 656-0986

$12 cover 8:30pm
MONDAY, SEPT. 17
• Festival of the African
American Literature and
the Arts at the Brooks
Center. Showing Sept. 1721

TUESDAY, SEPT. 18
• "Growing up Gullah"
and Harvey Gantt lecturer
at the Brooks Center
FREE 8pm

HOROSCOPES
ARIES
(MARCH 21-APRIL19)
Your week is very
crammed. But be careful
not to ignore your
friends. Save time to
stop and smell the roses.
TAURUS
(APRIL 20-MAY 20)
You will be tested in
many ways this week.
Buckle down and do your
best. It will all work out
in the end.
GEMINI
(MAY 21-JUNE 21)
This weekend is time to

iN^foe -m^

relax. You've made it
through the week. Enjoy
the free time!

VIRGO
(AUG. 23-SEPT. 22)

CANCER
(JUNE 22-JULY 22)
You are tired of the same
old routine. Mix it up a
little bit. Spontaneity is
key.
LEO
(JULY 23-AUGUST 22)

Everything seems to be
going your way.
However, soon you will
be coming to a very
important decision. Just
follow your instincts and
you'll be fine.
LIBRA
(SEPT. 23QCT. 23

Everything seems to be
going your way.
However, soon you will
be coming to a very
important decision. Just
follow your instincts and
you'll be fine.

Life is not fair. Get over
the cards you've been
dealt. They will seem
like nothing compared to
what is coming.
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SCORPIO
(OCT. 24-NOV. 21)
Though the upcoming
week seems like it will
be easy. It won't be.
Remember running
around can be good exercise.
SAGITTARIUS
(NOV. 22-DEC. 21)
You've got it all right
now. Enjoy the way
things are going. You
should be doing well for
quite a while.

CAPRICORN (DECEMBER
22-JANUARY 19)
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You are spending too
much time indoors.
Spend some time outside. Enjoy the remaining days of summer while
you can.

AQUARIUS (JANUARY
20-FEBRUARY 18)
Humor is growing in your
life. Enjoy it. Remember
to laugh at yourself and
with those around you.
PISCES (FEBRUARY 19MARCH 20)
Sleep is good. You will
not be getting much this
week. Be ready to take
on the world despite your
sleepless nights.

